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Preface
FACTS or "flexible AC transmission systems" is a term that has been suggested
for the use of solid state devices to control bulk power flow in transmission systems.
The Electric Power Research Institute supported this idea, and many researchers have
invested efforts on the value and potential of FACTS. At this time, it appears that the
main value of FACTS lies in improving transmission capability; increasing the flexibility
of power flow control (e.g., for wheeling or for economic dispatch); for controlling voltage
(and var flow); and possibly additional advantages in lower voltage systems (e.g.,
distributioli systems).
This report is an overview of FACTS. It was produced by the EE 532 class
("Computer Analysis of Power Systems") at Purdue Ur~iversityin the Fall, 1994
semester. The student in this class always prepare a term report which is issued by the
School of Electrical Engineering as a technical report. The cost of printing was paid by
the Purdue Electric Power Center (PEPC) which forms a base of the povver engineering
program at Purdue. The students also presented their work in the form of a videotape.
I was the class instructor for the semester.

G. T. Heydt
December, 1994
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Chapter

1

The Use of FACTS Options to Permit Utilization
of the Full Thermal Capacity of AC
Transmission

Long distance transmission of electric power permits serving loads
with lower cost energy than may be available locally. For such economic
reasons, most if not all of the world's electric power supply !systems are
widely .interconnected, involving interconnections inside utilities' own
territories. These interconnections extend to inter-utility and then to
inter-regional connections.
Due to a variety of environmental, land-use and regulatory
pressures, the growth of electric power transmission facilities in many
parts of the world is restricted, even though bulk power transfers and
access by third parties are on the increase. The result is transmission
bottlenecks, non-uniform utilization of facilities and unwanted parallelpath or loop flows.
Often as power transfers grow, the power system beco:mes
increasingly more complex to operate, and the system can become more
insecure with large power flows with inadequate control. Th.e other aspect
of the problem then becomes the inability to utilize the full potential of
tran~mis~sioninterconnections.
With this in mind, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI),
representing the collaborative research and development arm of the utility
industries in the US, is supporting the development of FACTS (Flexible AC
Transmi:ssion System) technologies. It has been discussed through
publications , in speeches at IEEE meetings, forums, workshops, CIGRE,
various utilities and most recently at a highly successful International
Conferer~cein Cincinnati in September 1990, organized by EPRI. The

concept was first mentioned in the EPRI Journal in 1986 , then at a
luncheon speech during the IEEE PES Summer meeting in San Francisco in
July 1987 and at a luncheon speech at the 1988 American Power
Confel-ence . FACTS technologies enable the control of powex flow on ac
transm~ission lines and utilize the existing transmission facil.ities all the
way to their thermal limits without sacrificing reliability. The bedrock of
the FACTS technologies are thyristors. Sophisticated controls, monitoring
devices and computer codes are also important components of FACTS.
EPRI is in the third year of a FACTS research, development and
demonstration effort. The first project is a benefit analysis of a study
system that represents the characteristics of United States systems.
1.2 EXPLOITATION OF HVDC TECHNOLOGIES
Over the past twenty years, high-current, high voltage power semicondul:tors and advanced control technologies have had a profound effect
on electric power generation and transmission systems. Many examples
can k,cited, including very large High Voltage Current (HV:DC)
installations, Static Var Compensators (SVCs), thyristor-based high-speed
generator excitation systems and sophisticated region-wide relay and
protection systems. During this same period, similar advances in analytical
tools, (software and models), have enabled power system planners to
exploit the evolving hardware and control technologies. S.tudies conducted
show that these same advances can now be used to increase the capability
of existing ac transmission systems.
The revolution made possible by modern solid-state IIVDC systems
has resulted in more than 25 GW of installed capacity worldwide. These
systems make possible
precise control of large blocks of power between
points in existing ac systems. Projects in operation in North America are
shown on the map in Figure 1.2.
Most of the installations illustrated in Figure 1.2 cre.ate an electrical
link between two interconnections that operate asynchronouisly. Some of
the HVDC ties, however, exist wholly within ac interconnec:tions. Examples
are th'e Square Butte, CU and Nelson River systems, the Pacific HVDC
intertie and the Intermountain line. These long-distance power

Figure 1.2.

HVDC Installations in North America

corridors are justified by offsetting the cost of the converter stations
against the lower cost of dc lines. Once installed, they may be controlled so
as to provide significant performance advantages to the ac system into
which they are imbedded, thus compounding the benefit.

1.3 FACTS CONCEPTS SIMILAR TO HVDC
While some of the relevant technology i.e., Static VAR Compensation
is already in wide use, the FACTS concept has brought to the table a
tremendous potential for thyristor based controllers which will surely
revolutionize the power system.
The technology offers the utilities the ability to:
1.

2.

Control power flows on their transmission routes;
Allow secure loading of transmission lines to their full
thermal capacity.

FACTS technology, while allowing use of transmissiorr to its thermal
capacity, does not do away with the need for additional transmission lines
or the upgrading of existing lines where thermal limits have been reached
or when evaluation of losses added to the cost of FACTS technology shows
that new lines or upgrading of existing lines is the most optimum answer.
Often, ac transmission systems are thought of as being "inflexible".
Powei: flow in ac networks simply follows Ohm's law and ordinarily cannot
be made to flow along specific desired paths. As a result, ac networks
suffer from parallel-path, or "loop" flows. The power flows from source to
load in inverse proportion to the relative impedances of t.he transmission
paths. Low impedance paths take the largest fraction of flow, but all lines
in the interconnection are a part of the flow path. Thus, utilities not
involved in an interchange power transaction can be affected.
A fundamental notion behind FACTS is that it is possible to
contirluously vary the apparent impedance of specific transmission lines so
as to force power to flow along a "contract path". This is a brand-new
concept for many system planners. As illustrated in Figure 1.3, with
precise control of the impedance of transmission lines using FACTS devices,
it is possible to maintain constant power flow along a desired path in the
presence of continuous changes of load levels in the external ac network,
and tlo react in a planned way to contingencies. Just as in HVDC
applic:ations, FACTS controls could be designed to enhance the behavior of
the uncontrolled systems.

Derired Path

..

Parallel Path

L
Figure 1.3.

W

FACTS can direct flow along a Desired Path.

The flexible system owes its tighter transmission control to its ability
to manage the interrelated parameters that constrain today's systems,
including series impedance, shunt impedance, phase angle, and the
occurence of oscillations at various frequencies below the rated frequency.
By adding to flexibility in this way, the controllers enable ia transmission
line to function nearer its thermal rating. For example, a 500-kV line may
have a loading limit of 1000-2000 MW for safe operation, but a thermal
limit of 3000 MW.
I:t is often not possible both to overcome these constraints and
maintain the required system reliability by conventional niechanical
means alone, such as tap changers, phase shifters, and switched capacitors
and reactors (inductors). Granted, mechanical controllers are on the whole
less expensive, but they increasingly need to be supplemen~ted by rapidly
responding power electronics controllers.
'The new technology is not a single, high-power electronic controller,
but rather a collection of controllers, which can be applied individually or
col1ect:ively in a specific power system to control the five interrelated
functions already mentioned. The thyristor is their basic el.ement, just as
the transistor is the basic element for a whole variety of nlicroelectronic
circuit:;. Because all controllers for the flexible transmission system are
applications of similar technology, their use will eventually benefit from
volume production and further development of high-power electronics.
Electric power networks integrate generation and load centers within
each utility system and through interconnections among neighboring
systems, share power with vast regional grids. The purpose of this is to
take advantage of the diversity of loads, changes in peak demand due to
weather and time differences, the availability of different generation
reserves in various geographic regions, power sharing arrangements
among utilites, shifts in fuel prices, regulatory changes, andl other
discrelpancies.
1.4 FREE FLOW OF POWER
Consider power flow over an ac line, Figure 1.4a. It is a function of

phase angle, line end voltages and line impedance and there is no high
speed control over any of these parameters. Somehow, the operators
arrive at the required steady state power flow, while maintaining voltages
and phase angles within safe tolerable limits, that is well below rhe peak
stability limits of the power system, through the use of gemeration
scheduling, the occasional changing of power transformer taps and the
switching of shunt reactors and capacitors. The consequenc:es of this lack
of fast, reliable control are stability problems, lower flowing through other
than the intended lines, the inability to fully utilize the transmission
resources to their thermal and/or economic limits, undesira.ble VAR flows,
higher losses, high or low voltages, cascade tripping and long restoration
times. We have been brought up to think that these are inherent problems
of the power systems and that's why it is necessary to have a fresh look
based on new technological opportunities.

Figure 1.4a.

Power Flow

The center column in Figure 1.4b. shows typical Surge Impedance

Loading (SIL) values of the different classes of 60 Hz overhead
transmission lines. They are much lower than the typical thermal limits
shown in the righthand column. Many transmission lines are not suitable
for loading much above their surge impedance loading value because of
the prob~lems of power and voltage instability that we have l'earned to live
with. Elasicaly this is because the ac system is mechanically controlled,
which from the dynamics point of view is uncontrolled.

Surge Impedance Loading (SIL) and Typical
Thermal Ratings for Voltage
Levels 230kV to 1100kV
Voltage (kV)

SIL (MW)

Typical Thermal
Rating (MW)

Figure 1.4b.

Figure 1 . 4 ~shows AC Power Flow in Two Parallel Paths. Without any
control, power flow is proportional to the inverse of the various
transmission line impedances. It is likely that the lower impedance line
may become overloaded. Also, there is no concern for transmission line
ownership and hence there is no incentive to upgrade transniission line
capacity. Thus we don't even have good control over directing the steady
state power flows, again because the ac system is mechanically controlled.

Figure 1 . 4 ~ . AC Power Flow

-

Parallel Paths

Figure 1.4d shows AC and HVDC lines in parallel. With H W C , power flows
as ordered by the owner because, with converters, power i:s electronically
controlled. Also, because power is electronically controlled, i3n HVDC line
can be; used to its full thermal capacity if adequate converttx capacity is
provided. Furthermore, an HVDC line because of its high speed control can
also help the parallel ac transmission line to maintain stability. However,
HVDC is too expensive for widespread use and is usually considered when
long transmission lines are involved or for asynchronous ties.

Figure 1.4d. HVDC Line
:Figure 1.4e shows one of the transmission lines could add additional

impedance in the form of a high speed controlled series capacitor, With
this anangement, one can obtain substantially (but not completely) the
same advantages as with HVDC but at a much lower cost. This is because
with high speed control of series impedance one can obtain appropriate
steady state power (within the range of impedance control) yet
change:/modulate impedance as rapidly as required for stalbility
consid.erations.

P a - YZ
hpedMu-X

Figure 1.4e. Series Capacitor or Phase Angle Regulator
:Figure 1.4e also shows that one of the AC lines may h~avea highspeed phase angle regulator. Again, with this approach one can obtain
substa~itially the same advantages as HVDC, but with less cost. Whereas
the series capacitor controls the impedance to levels below the series
inductance of the line, the phase angle regulator with plus-minus range,
controlls the apparent impedance both ways. The HVDC link in effect, is an
electronic 360 degree phase angle regulator.
'EPRI sponsored two studies of major corridors, one with GE and the
other .with PTI , with realistic but fictitious systems. Figure 1.4f shows
that with various combinations of FACTS controllers, it was possible to
increase the useable capacity from 5,000 MW, by different amounts up to
its thermal limit which was almost double the loading limit for the
required reliability. Figure 1.4g shows a relatively simple case of radial
transmission (with underlying lower voltage circuits) for which capacity
could be increased from 2,000 MW with fixed series compensation to 2,800
MW with the addition of modest variable series compensation or to 2,500

MW with the addition of a dynamic brake. Because of the high interest
and th.e need for additional studies, EPRI has now undertaken work to
study several real system applications.
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1.5 FACTS EVALUATION
Two scenarios were established to develop methodologies useful for
the evialuation of FACTS technologies. One was a comdor transfer path and
the otlner a point-to-point path. The corridor system was intended to
represent the essential characteristics of transmitting powel: from lower
fuel-cobst generation, as in the Ohio Valley, to higher fuel-cost load regions
such a.s on the eastern seaboard.
Figure 1.5a illustrates the corridor concept. The system is
characterized by a multi-line main path for power transfer, paralleled by
an existing network.
'The point-to-point system illustrated in Figure 1.5b represents a
situation where a narrow transmission path exists as in the Georgia-toFlorida1 interconnection. In the point-to-point case studied, no parallel
paths were present.

Figure 1.5a

FGgure 1.5b

In each case, maximum power flows were determined in the absence
of FA.CTS enhancements, thus establishing base points for reference. In
both cases, there was substantial excess thermal capacity iin the
transniission system, typical of many real situations involving the
transniission of power over long distances. Frequently, triansfer limitations
result from voltage, dynamic or transient instability long before the
thermal capability of the transmission lines is approached. Margins of
three-;to-one between stability limits and the thermal capability of the
transnlission lines are typical for long-distance transfers.
Table I. List of FACTS Options S t u d i e d .

FACTS Optlona
Base Case

Base System. 4934 MW maxlmum transfer

Optlon I

Nxed Serler Compensation and SVC's
added to Bare Case

Optlon 11

AdJustable Serler Compenratlon and SVC's
Parallel Paths no1 used followlng contlngencles

Optlon I11

Solved Inrtabllltles of Optlon I urlng
Braklnf Reristora o r Fast Valvtng

Optton IV

AdJnstable Scrler Compensation and SVC's
Parallel Patbr used followlng contlngcnclcs

Option V

LIke Optlon IV, but liner brought to
Normal Thermal llmllr pre-contlngcncy

Optlon VI

One 500 kV circuit replaced by 6-phaae llne

?'he studies showed that FACTS technologies can permit full
utilizatilon of the thermal capacity of existing transmission 1.ines without
impacting the parallel networks. By allowing parallel paths to be utilized
under 1.ine-out conditions within the FACTS corridor (for short duration),
even greater transfers were achieved. In return for this infrequent
burden on the parallel paths, controls within the FACTS conidor could be
designe.d to enhance their ability to serve loads under norm.al conditions.

1.6 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Applying FACTS to the point-to-point system showed that rapid
control of series and shunt capacitor compensation can resu.lt in increased
loadability of the corridor, and that damping of dynamic swings can be
achieve:d by modulating the degree of compensation. Thylistor-controlled
high-speed phase shifters were also investigated as an alternative to series
capacitors, but since they do not provide VARS to compensate for line
reactivt: losses as do the capacitors, economically they were less attractive.
The corridor configuration proved to be even richer with possibilities
because: the control of flow along the corridor could be played off against
flow in. the parallel paths. Six basic FACTS options listed in Table 1 were
examined. The pre-FACTS base system as illustrated in Figiure 1.6a was
loaded to about 5000 MW, beyond which the loss of a circuit within the
corridor led to potential voltage collapse in the load area.
An Optimal Power Flow, (OPF), was used to determine the levels of
series and shunt compensation required to maximize power flow. By
judiciolus selection of constraints and weighting functions, corridor flows
were maximized while shunt compensation levels were minimized, the mix
between series and shunt compensation cost optimized, all without
imposing any loading on the parallel paths, (except under contingency
conditilons for most options).
Figure 1.6b compares loading increases above the 50010 MW base
case flows that were achieved by Options I through V.

FACTS Corridor SUrmdy SyoUwnm

i

I

((-,JT,
b
~
y
y
; -PU

Guurtlo.

Figure 1.6a.
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The solid lines indicate the transmission lines and buses that
constituted to Corridor scenario. Any of these facilities were
available for the application of facts devices.

Option IV is perhaps most typical of the improvements that can be
expeted. In this case, the levels of series compensation were adjusted
followjing contingencies to maximize allowable pre-continge.ncy loading
levels. To achieve the required time-varying changes in impedance,
control becomes a critical, on-line function. The non-FACTS, parallel paths
were permitted to share in post-contingency loading; the ultimate transfer
level being reached when post-contingency line loadings reached thermal
limits. Option I1 is similar, but the parallel paths were not permitted to
take up post-contingency load.
,

Figure 1 . 6 ~is an example of the changes in series cornpensation
levels required on a particular line following a fault on a parallel line.
Starting from a pre-contingency level of about 30%, a rapid increase to
about 60% is required to provide transient stability, while a. longer term
reduction to about 20% relieves post-contingency overloads. Further,

~i.,,d series

a SVCs

Adjustable Series
Adjustable Series Like Option IV
A SVCs.
Like Option I
A SVCs. + Rapld Rfzsponse
Parallel Paths Plus Brakes Parallel Paths
ti^^
NO^ Used. a Fast Valving
US&

Figure 1.6b.
undamped oscillations might be kept under control through continuous
plus and minus 10% modulation of compensation levels.
Option V made the ultimate use of the existing corridor.
Compensation levels were chosen to load all paths to their long-term,
continuous thermal ratings during normal conditions. Upon :loss of a
transmission path in the corridor, some of the lines both in and outside the
corridor temporarily were loaded to their short-term emergency limits.
Such conditions could not be sustained for more than a few minutes.
Backup1 was assumed to be rapid-state or rapid-pickup generation reserves
in the load area, permitting sending-end generation to back down to

relieve the transmission line overloads. Obviously, central coordination
with the FACTS controls would be required to fully exploit such a high
level of loading.
Following system analysis, approximate installed costs were
computced to enable an economic comparison of the relative cost-benefits
of the options. These are shown on Figure 1.6d where investment cost is
graphed1 against the power level achieved over the base-case flow. Ranges
are shown because precise cost estimates cannot be made. It is apparent
that FyACTS benefits do not come without substantial investments.
However, when compared to the cost of additional transmission lines that
would be necessary to carry the same levels of power without FACTS, or to
that of installing generation near the load areas, neither of which may be
possible, FACTS deserves serious consideration. Furthermo:re, substantial
opportunities exist for cost-optimization, a step not taken in this feasibility
study .
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Although all of the options in Figure 1.6b complied with the same N1 criteria as in the Base Case, it is unlikely that a FACTS corridor as studied
in this; project could be made as reliable as a system strengthened by the
addition of transmission lines. Consequently it is importanit to establish
secure post-contingency requirements, and develop a thorough
understanding of operating margins at the extreme transfer levels.
Compl-ehensive reliability assessment would be a prerequisite. It is likely
however, that FACTS technologies could be used to improve reliability at
existing levels of power flow. If true, this means that reliability equal to
present levels can be achieved by FACTS at some increased utilization
level.
Depending on the degree to which reliability would be compromised,
the applications for FACTS might be limited to special cases. One such case
is to establish an energy corridor, where the temporary loss; of some
corridor capacity simply results in a short-term economic lolss. Another is
to tenlporarily increase the capacity of one line while another is being
uprateld or converted. As the effects of deregulation withih the utility
industry become more pervasive, such opportunities may increase.
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Chapter 2
An Introduction to Flexible AC
Transmission Systems
2.1 Introduction
The rapid advancements in power electronics and microprocessors over the last
decade has had and will have a significant impact on the way utillities operate their power
systems. The use of power electronics and microprocessors will help to d r e the
transmission and distribution of electricity more reliable, controllable, and efficient.
The term FACTS is an acronym for Flexible AC Transmission Syste:m. FACTS is
the word used to describe the use of high speed power electronic controllers to control the
electric power system. The use of FACTS technology will allow greater coritrol of power
flows, increase the loading on power lines so as the lines operate more closely to their
thermal limits , enhance the system's ability to transfer power between conmolled areas,
and damp power system oscillations.
2.2 Control of Power Flow
Power flow through a system depends on transmission line impedance.
Unfol-tunately, it does not depend on thermal limits or ownership. Consider the example
in Figure 1.
1 200 AIW

Figure 1: (a) Power System without a Reactor
(b) Power System with a Reactor

Refemng to Figure 1(a), lines AB, BC, and AC have ratings of 1000 MW,
1250 :MW, and 2000 MW, respectively. With the given impedances the three lines should
carry ,600MW, 1600 MW, and 1400 MW, respectively. Notice that line BC:is overloaded
111.
By inserting a capacitor whose reactance is -5 ohms, the impedance c)f line AC goes
from 10 ohms to 5 ohms. The new power flows will be 250 MW, 1250 MVV, and
1750 :MW, respectively. This system could be mechanically controlled, but such a breaker
wouldl eventually fail due to the stress that many switchings would place on the breakers
mech;mical components [I].
Using a series capacitor that is thyristor controlled would allow switchings as
neede'd. On the other hand, the series capacitor may lead to a subsynchrono~lsfrequency
that could cause damage to the generator's shaft. The switchings could be rniodulated so as
to damp any subsynchronous resonance conditions. A thyristor controlled st:ries capacitor
can greatly improve the stability of the network [I.].

2.3 Three Phase Thyristor Controlled Compensator
The Western Area Power Administration has installed the world's f r s t three phase
thyristor controlled compensation scheme. This device has continuously variable
impedlance. It can reduce the transmission line's impedance thus increasing the power to
the tht:rrnal limit of 400 MW. It is becoming more difficult for utilities to bujld new
transnlission lines due to the environmental impact and restricted space. FACTS
technology allows us to increase the loading capability of existing systems [2].
The advanced series compensator (ASC), shown in Figure 2, allows the utility to
set a scheduled load on the transmission line with automatic control. The ASIC also
provicles protection for the conventional series capacitors to which it is connr:cted [2].

Figure 2: Single Line Diagram for an Advanced Series Compensator

Harmonics caused by the ASC were carefully studied. The study demonstrated that
the 15 ohm ASC capacitor provides sufficient filtering capabilty to suppress ithe harmonics.
The ASCs control circuit allows the ASC to vary the compensation level in a
"steple:ssWmanner. The ASC can readily alter the impedance level as needed in the case of
load clhanges, genrating changes, or fault induced switching within the systeim [2].
Figure 3 shows the effect of a three phase ground to fault with the ASC inhibited
and with ASC insertion. The figure illustrates how the ASC reduces stresses on the Metal
Oxide Varistor (MOV) arrester and the capacitor [2].
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Figure 3: Three Phase Ground to Fault
Insertion of an ASC system can produce a tuned L-C circuit which in nun can cause
the generator shaft oscillate. The oscillating generator shaft can cause oscilla~tionsin the
electrictal line frequencies. This effect is called subsynchronous resonance (S:SR)
and can
cause clamage to the generator. The SSR phenomena is an important concern among
transmission planners. When comparing the ASC impedance characteristic at
subsyc hronous frequencies to that of conventional capacitors, the ASC offers significant
advantages. In practice, through various switching schemes, the ASC has the ability to
reduce the SSR effect of conventional series capacitor installations [2].

2.4 Digital Protection Scheme for the Advanced Series CIompensator
The Western Area Power Administration's ASC consists of a fixed series capacitor
(FSC) in parallel with a thyristor controlled reactor (TCR) as shown in figun: 4. The TCR
can be used to protect the fixed series capacitor. In parallel with the FSC an'dTCR are
metal oxide varistors to limit the voltage across the TCR and FSC in the event of a fault.
Also, in parallel to the TSC, FSC, and MOV's is a circuit breaker [3].
The capacitor unbalance protection senses failures in capacitor cells or short circuits
in capacitor groups. The life time of the capacitor depends on the duration and frequency
of ove:rvoltages. Capacitors are protected from transient overvoltages by MOV's.
Operational overvoltages are decreased by the interaction between capacitor cbverload
protection and ASC control [3].
The MOV overload protection keeps the arresters from being subjected to
conditions beyond the ratings provided by the manufacturer.
The thyristor overload protection constantly monitors the status of thle thyristors.
The heat measured by the thyristors is determined by the current measured in. the thyristor
valves;. Back-up thyristors allow the ASC to operate even in the case of failed thrynstors.
The selection of a proper protection scheme depends upon the design and application of the
thyris:tors [3].

j ASC
Control

Figure 4: ASC Protection Schematic

2.5 Proposed Fuzzy Logic Control of a Power System Stabilizer
Another use of a variable series and/or shunt compensator is to i m p ~ w the
e
damping of electromechanical oscillations and transients. Due to the power system's
highly nonlinear nature, it is difficult to model the dynamics of a power syste:m which
changes its characteristic with operating points. Using a series and/or shunt compensator
will increase the power capability of a transmission line. However, in order to make such
compe.nsatorseffecitive, intelligent and fast acting control techniques have to be developed
[41.
A power system stabilizer (PSS) is designed to handle low frequency oscillations
which have the potential to cause a total breakdown in the power transfer. Due to the wide
range c3f low frequency oscillations, the design of a single PSS has become e:xceedingly
complex [4].
A fuzzy logic controller is proposed to operate a variable series capacitor
compensator. The controller uses the steady state relations of machine rotor angle and
electrical power as the input signals. Test disturbances were applied to the system under
three clifferent controller configurations: (i) with a typical PSS, (ii) with a typical PSS and
a varia.ble series reactor, and (iii) with a typical PSS, a variable series reactor, and a fuzzy
logic controller [4].
The proposed fuzzy logic controller proved to be very effective in improving the
transient stability of the system. The implementation of such a device is easy to design and
will not require expensive changes to suit future needs [4].
-

-

2.6 Phase Angle Regulator
Utilizing a phase angle regulator is another way to control power flow on the
transrrdssion line. Power flow down a line is given by the equation:

where V1 and V2 are the voltage magnitudes. Theta1 and theta2 are the respective phase
angles of the voltages. Xd is the line reactance [4].
Referring to Figure 5 on the next page, the phase shift is achieved by adding or
subtracting a voltage that is perpindicular to the phase voltage of the line. One can see that
the pe~pindicularvoltage is obtained by connecting a transformer between the other two line
phases!. The three secondary windings have voltages proportional to 1:3:9. This allows a
voltage component to added or subtracted in a range of -13 to +13 volts. Re;distically,
the impedance control is less expensive and more effective than phase angle control.
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Figure 5: Phase Angle Regulator'

2.7 Summary
Altering the impedance of a line so as it can operate more closely to its thermal limit
increases the line's transmission capacity. In addition, changing impedance:; allows
utilities to have more control over power flows. The advanced series compensator and the
phase angle regulator are two developments which can help to increase transmission
capacity and control power flow. The ASC also helps to damp subsynchron~ous
frequencies in the system. With the growing concern over the environmental impact of
transnlission lines and with the utilities' difficulty in obtaining new transmislsion rights of
way, FACTS technology offers a quality alternative to meeting new demands for more
electricity.
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CHAPTER 3
HIGH-POWER SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
FOR FLEXIBLE AC TRANSMISSION
SYSTEMS

This report discusses the various kinds of semiconductor devices that are available for use
in power circuits, and in particular, those devices that are (or possibly can be) utilized in a flexible
ac transmission system (FACTS). Advances in the silicon sciences that have produced many
breakthroughs in both computing and communications are also producing high power silicon
devices that can be applied to electric power systems [I]. Since the flexible ac transmission system
is related to high-voltage dc and other thyristor developments [2], one can easily see the
importance of this report
Tcl begin this section, a brief discussion is given that shows what power electronics is and
how one differentiates between the "high-power" category and the "low-power" category Next, a
discussion on basic semiconductor physics gives the necessary qualitative background to
understand the following sections which will describe the currently applicable devices in detail. The
subsequent sections will each be devoted to a particular device; for instance, BITS, power
MOSFETs, Thyristors, GTOs, and IGBTs. It should be noted here that not all of these have been
applied to FACTS, but in the words of Young [I], "Everything hasn't been invented yet," and it
will be shown that as these technologies grow, so will their applications to powr:r systems The last
two sections are devoted to a brief discussion of emerging technology and concluding remarks.
A quick aside here brings the reader's attention to the fact that true FACTS technology will
not be composed of just thyristors (even though they are the central part of the technology).
Douglas [3], states that there are four main facets to FACTS technology. 'These facets are. fast,
high volurne computation; high-speed communication links; powerful, adaptive software; and, highcapacity tl~yristors.
3.
-I.1 What defines High Power Electronics?

The best way to approach the question at hand is to first define power electronics, in
general. It seems that electronics, from its beginnings, has dealt with the detection and
control of very "small" power signals. However, the development of semiconductor
technology in the last three decades has allowed for devices which can produce hefty
[4].
outputs when actuated by low-power signals. This implies the term p o ~ v e r~I~C/I'O~IIC.S.
Gottileb [4], implies that electronic devices may be considered porver elec/r.onic.s when heat
removal becomes an issue in the circuit. Through some brief reasoning, he comes to the
conclusion that a device which dissipates three or more watts of power begins the realm of
power electronics. However, for FACTS applications, one realizes that dealing with
thyristor ratings in the kilowatt (kW) or Megawatt (MW) range shoulcl easily be expected.
As Hofl and Owen [5], state in an introduction to a special issue on power electronics of
the Proceedirrgs qf the IEEE :

". . .
The first group of papers in the 'low-power'
category deal mainly with devices, circuits and systems
intended to operate in the power range of milliwatts up
to a few hundred kilowatts. Typical applications of low-.
power electronics systems are those found in consumer
electronics, instruments, computers, spacecraft, andl
telecommunications. The 'high-power' class is intended
to describe devices, circuits and systems intended to
provide power into the megawatt range.
Typical
applications include power processing for power
transmission, transportation, motor control, ancl
industrial heating. . . . "

3 . I. .2
-

Basic Semiconductor Physics

This sub-section is provided so that the reader may reach a better understanding of
the physics behind the devices to be presented in the following sections. The thnlst will be
qualitative rather than quantitative due to the complex nature of the subject; if, however, the
reader is interested, this topic is covered in great depth in references [6j1, [7], and especially
[8:1. This development is quite important for the ensuing discussion of the different devices.
The theory shows that in all device types, there will be a trade-off between breakdown
voltages and on-state losses; in addition, for bipolar (minority carrier) devices, there is a
trade-off between the on-state losses and switching speeds [4]. Due to these trade-offs and
other characteristics in power electronic devices it is not surprising that any one device type
is :not able to perform all applications. Thus, the capabilities of the device must be matched
to the specific application [6], [9]. One thing that does seem to be a trend that will continue
is that nearly all high-power devices are being fabricated from silicorl device technology
because of it's capability to achieve a good compromise between its semiconduction
properties and the ease and variety with which it can be made into re,alizable devices [9].
Some of the important topics that need to be understood are as follows: how current is
carried in a semiconductor, doping, carrier density, p r ~junctions, potential barriers, reverse
anld forward bias, and impact ionization. Mohan, Undeland, and Robbins [6] is used to
make up the following discussion.
There are three basic materials one muse consider when dealing with the flow of
current; namely, metals (conductors), insulators, and semiconductor,s. Electric current
"flows" in a material if there are free charge carriers which move in response to an applied
electric field. The number of free carriers for metals, insulators and semiconductors is on
the order of 1 ~ * ~ c m1"~, ' c m - and
~ , between 10' to 1 ~ ' ~ c m respectively.
-"
Since silicon is currently the most prevalently used semiconductor in power devices
and will apparently be most useable semiconductor for these applicatiorls in the near future
[9:1, the focus with be toward silicon. A silicon atom is covalently bonded to its four closest
neighbors. However, due to the random thermal motion of a silicon atom around its
position, thermal ionization occurs and free hole is "created". At some later time, another
free electron (a product of thermal ionization of a different atom) may be attracted to the
hole and trapped in the bond. This causes the positive charge (hole) to move or shift to the
place where the free electron was generated. Thermal ionization reaches an equilibrium for

a specific temperature and creates an equal number of holes and electrons (thermal
eql~ilibriumelectron density). However, this equilibrium can be changed by doping of the
serniconductor.
Semiconductors are generally doped with elements from either column 111 or column
V of the periodic table. The column I11 elements cause the silicon to be doped p-ppe with
an acceptor impurity and the column V elements cause the silicon to be doped n--type with
a clonor impurity. In the p-type doping, holes are the majority carrier whereas in the n-type
doping, electrons are the majority carrier. It should be noted that eventhough a doped
serniconductor contains majority and minority carriers, the so-called law of mass action (or
principle of detailed balance) shows that the product of the thermal equilibrium electron
density and thermal equilibrium hole density still equal the previo~~slystated thermal
eq~~ilibrium
electron density for a pure semiconductor. In addition, a doped semiconductor
is r:lectrically neutral.
Carriers are constantly being created and annihilated even at equilibrium in a process
called generation-recombination [lo]. If a semiconductor is disturbed, however, the
recombination-generation rates tend to change accordingly so that a return to equilibrium
can be obtained. A disturbance may cause either a carrier excess or a carrier deficit, which,
in turn, causes an increase in recombination or generation, respectively [lo]. In the case of
bipolar (minority carrier) devices such as BJTs, thyristors, and GTOs, one is concerned with
the decay time or the excess carrier lifetime. In these devices, templerature can actually
increase the excess carrier lifetime. This lifetime constant is where one of the above
mentioned trade-offs come into play. In the case of a long lifetime of excess carriers, the
on-state losses of bipolar devices is decreased but the switching times ilre decreased. This
lifetime, however can be controlled through the use of gold doping and electron irradiation.
Re:ference [lo] is an excellent place to look for more detail on this subject.
Now the focus turns towards the basics of forming power serr~iconductordevices.
Th,e pn junction is formed when a p-type region and a n-type region arc: adjacent within the
same silicon crystal. These junctions are characterized by how the doping changes from ntype to p-type across the junction. The pn junctions are either abnipt (formed by alloying)
or linearly graded (formed by thermal diffusion or ion-implementation) [I. I]. The junction is
als'o characterized by relative doping densities on each side of the junction. A depletion
region (space charge) is formed on either side of the junction due to majority carriers
d i f b i n g across the junction. This creates an electric field because the diffusing carriers
leave behind ionized impurities which are immobile and are not countered by free carriers to
produce electric neutrality. An equilibrium is finally reached, however when the movement
of carriers by diffusion is balanced by the drift of carriers due to the E-field that tends to
push holes toward the p-type region and electrons back toward the n-type region.
Finally, in this somewhat lengthy discourse the definitions (and applicability of
forward and reverse bias of pn junctions is discussed. Forward biasiing occurs when the
voltage applied to a pn junction is positive on the p-type region. The voltage drop is
entirely across the depletion region due to its high resistance. In forward biasing, the height
of the depletion region is reduced; thus, the equilibriuin of drift and diffusion is slanted so
thiit diffusion is favored and there is a great increase in the minority carrier densities so that
lar.ge numbers of electron and holes are "injected" across the junction and large currents
flow with small applied voltages. A reverse bias is just the oppositl:, in that the n-type
region is connected to a positive voltage and the depletion region is caused to increase.

This will discourage further diffusion; however, a small leakage current will flow by drift.
Large reverse bias voltages can cause current to tend toward -a.
Ho,wever, this will not
cause the device to be destroyed unless the power dissipation is too great. In fact, some
devices are operated in this mode and behave like a "fixed voltage source" [ l 11. However,
in power semiconductor devices, this is usually undesirable because large values of reverse
biasing voltage can lead to avalanche breakdown where the device will be destroyed [6].
The preceding discussion was quite lengthy for this report, yet just barely scratches
the surface of the physics behind these devices. The reader should keep in mind that the
ide:al characteristics for the devices to be discussed are as follows: large breakdown
voltages, low on-state voltages and resistances, fast turn-on and turn-oiK and large powerdissipation capability [12].
3.1.3
Introduction to Power Semiconductor Devices
Attention is now turned to the main focus of this report; that is, the power
serniconductor devices themselves. As one may imagine, with all the benefits FACTS
promises to afford there is much research going on to improve the devices which will
become the backbone of FACTS. Young [ l ] states that, "Flexibility through the use of
silicon is a major research area now receiving attention at EPRI." In addition, Young
shows that EPRI has divided this research into two main categories. 'The first category is
that of developing large semiconductors capable of handling power-class voltages and
currents. This research has progressed to the point of single thyristor switches being able to
switch up to lOkV and 3500 amperes. Further research with prodwe devices of even
higher capability. The second area of research is in producing so-called "smart" devices.
These thyristors will incorporate both high power technology arid lnicroelectronics
(VLSKLSI) technology in a single device.
The modern era of power electronics began in 1956 with the development of the
pnpn triggering transistor (later called a thyristor) by Bell Telephone Laboratory. This
device was marketed by General Electric in 1958 [13]. In modern power electronics, there
are basically two types of semiconductor elements: the power electronics, and the
microelectronics used to control the power devices. Both are similar in nature (i.e., digital)
but differ in the fact that one manipulates power up to gigawatt levels and the other works
only in the milliwatt range [14]. This report, as stated, covers the power electronics
portion; however, a little time will be spent on the afore mentioned "smart" devices which
incorporate microelectronics technology.
In general, one talks of thyristors when speaking of switches for power-class
circuits. This is not at all wrong, however, many persons in the area of power electronics
now make the distinction between each of the various derivatives of thyristors. Mohan,
Undeland, and Robbins [6] say that current power semiconductor devices can be classified
into three groups: diodes (on and off states controlled by power circuit), thyristors (latched
on by a control signal but must be turned of by the power circuit), and c:ontrollable switches
(turned on and off by control signals). Thyristors began originally with the phase-controltype thyristor and eventually evolved into other devices in this class such as the triac, gate
turn-off thyristor (GTO), inverter-grade fast thyristor, silicon-controlled switch (SCS),
light-activated SCR (LASCR), diac, asymmetrical thyristor (ASCR), reverse-conducting
thyristor (RCT), etc. [12],[15]. Semiconductor processing technology has improved in the

last few decades and allowed for the development not only of high voltage and current
ratings, but also for high dvldt and dildt ratings and fast turn-on and turm-off characteristics
[15]. The controllable switches spoken about in [6] are listed by the authors as follows.
bipolar power transistors (BJTs), MOSFETSs, GTOs, and insulated gate bipolar transistors
(ICiBTs).
This report will deal with the five devices which seem most applicable to FACTS
technology. These devices are as follows: the thyristor (in general), GTOs, BJTs, the
po,wer MOSFET, and IGBTs. Also, some new devices that will be briefly discussed are the
static induction transistor (SIT), the static induction thyristor (SITH), and the MOScontrolled thyristor (MCT). The last four mentioned devices have beem developed in the
1980's and are the most recent additions to the technology. [13]. In filct, it would not be
too much to conjecture that they soon will all be employed and especially the MCT since it
is the opinion of Hingorani, et a1 [16] that the MCT will eventually dominate powerswitching applications.
3.2 THYRISTORS
The thyristor, or as it is sometimes called the silicon controlled rectifier (SCR), is the main
"workhorse" in modern power electronics [14]. The circuit symbol and v-i (volt-ampere)
characteristics are shown below in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.
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This device is triggered into conduction by a positive gate current pulse provide:d that the device is
in a fonva~rdblocking state; but once the thyristor is turned on, a negative gate pulse does not turn
it off It is turned off only when the anode current tries to go negative under the influence of the
circuit to which it is connected.
Before continuing, a couple of definitions need to be introduced. These are as follows: the
dildt rating and the dvldt rating. The dildt rating is the maximum permissible rate of rise of current
during turn-ON, and is limited by the rate at which the conducting area grows in the device. The

dvldt rating is a form of voltage transient and exceeding this rating can, at worse, destroy the
device. [12].
Thyristors are constructed from a pnpn structure whose triggering action can be understood
from the regenerative feedback configuration of its elemental pnp and npn transistors which show
an increasing gain at higher emitter currents. (See references [6], [8], and [I21 for a complete
discussion on the triggering action of thyristors.) A thyristor can be turned on by excessive anode
voltage or by the excessive rate of rise (dvldt) of the anode voltage. The device has rapid turn on
rates (limited by dildt), but the turn off times are slow. The slow turn-off times are due to the need
for the mit~oritycarriers to be cleared from the inner junctions by "recovery" a~nd"recombination".
The recovery is enhanced by the reversal of voltage across the device, but the recombination is
influenced (as described in section 3.1.2) by the lifetime of the excess minority carriers. [14].
Ever since the introduction of the thyristor, design engineers have been working to make
these devices perform under very stressful situations. Some of these demands have been previously
mentioned, but now a brief review is given. The different demands that design engineers are always
increasing are as follows [17]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Higher blocking voltages
More current carrying capability
Higher di/dtls
Higher dv/dtls
Shorter turn-off times
Lower gate drive currents
Higher operating frequencies.

There are numerous thyristors available today which can easily meet one or more of these demands
for a particular application (just look in any power semiconductor catalog), but usually a gain in
one characteristic is at the expense of another [9]. Depending on the application, various types of
thyristors are available. Commercial thyristors can be roughly divided into two groups as phase
control or inverter types [14]. (Note: Some authors [17] and [I81 divide thyristors into even more
categories, but more recently it is accepted to classifL them as mentioned.) Figure 3.3 (adapted
from [18]) gives a summary of present-day thyristor ratings.
Phase control or converter thyristors generally operate at line frequency and are used in
such applications as phase-controlled rectifiers and in HVDC power transmission. These devices
have been produced in wafer diameters of 10 cm with current ratings near 4000 A and blocking
voltages s f 5-7 kV. The on-state voltage drops range from 1.5 - 3.0 V. [6]. One must take note
in these ratings, as new devices are being developed almost daily. Therefore, it would be wise to
check wit11 a current catalog for the latest numbers. According to [I 81 some typical values of dildt
and dv/dt ratings for phase control thyristors are 500 Alps and 1000V/~~s.
Inverter type thyristors (which include reverse conducting thyristors (RCTs) and
asymmetrical thyristors (ASCRs) ) have a faster turn-off time, but block voltage: only in the forward
direction (,asymmetricalblocking) only [14]. The on-state voltages of these devices are low, but are
larger the shorter the turn-off time gets. These devices are available in ratings of up to 2500 V and
~s
on the voltage
1500 A with turn-off times ranging from a few microseconds to 1 0 0 ~ depending
ratings [6:1. Inverter type thyristors are generally used in circuits that operate fiom dc supplies and
the current in the thyristor is turned off by the use of auxiliary comlnutating circuitry, circuit
resonance, or by "load" commutation [17]. Whatever the turn-off mechanism, though, turn-off is

needed to be fast so that it minimized the size and weight of cornmutating a.nd/or reactive circuit
components [ 171.
PI. third category that Iiiay also be included is the light-activated tliyristors. These are
triggerecl by a pulse of light giiided by optical fibers to a sensitive region of the thyristor [6]. These
and in stiitic reactive po\ver controllers. They are
devices at-e typically L I S L 'i~l l I-IVDC trans~iiissio~i
advari~ageousbecause they oll'er- cuiill~leteelectrical isolation between the light triggering source
and the thyristor (which can "float" at voltage levels in the hundreds of k:ilovolts range above
ground) [IS]. These have bee11fabricated with ratings of 4 kV, 3000 A, on-state voltage drops of
approxi~ilately2 V, and liglit trigger power specifications of 5 11iWr61.

Figure 3.3 Summaly of Present Day Thyl-istor
Rating Capabilities [ I 81

3 . 3 GATE-TURN-OFF THYRISTORS (GTOS)

Prior to beginning this discussion of GTOs, it will be good to pause for a ~nornentto
consider what the desired characteristics of wliat sollie authors [6] refer to as c:ontrollable switches.
As was mentioned in the Introduction, there were several types of devices that were deemed at
controllable switches. These included, BJTs, MOSFETs, GTOs, and IGBTs These were called
controllable devices because of the ability to turn them on and off by applying a control signal to
the control terminal of the device. I t is plain to see tliat a controllable s\vitcl~would have the
following desirable characteristics [ 6 ] :
I.

2.
3.
4.

Block arbitral-ily large forward and reverse voltages with zero
current flow when turned off.
Condirct arbitrarily large currents with zero voltage drolp
when turned on.
Instantaneous switching speeds.
Extremely srnall power required from control source to
trigger the switch.

The circuit sy~nbolfor the GTO and its steady-state v-I character-istics are shown in Figures
3 . 4 and ?.5, respectively The high-powered GTO has become one of tlie no st important devices
in the field of power electronics [ I 91. However, due to the high cost and inherently higher losses,
the tl1yri:;tor will c o ~ i t i ~ l to
i ~ ebe the "main" power electronic device [21] l'he GTO is like the

thyristor in that it is turned on by a short-duration, positive gate pulse and will stay in the on-state
without any hrther gating signals. Unlike the thyristor, though, it may also be turned off by the
applicatior~of a negative pulse of gate current. The gate turn-off capability provides an advantage
because it allows for increased flexibility in circuit application because it eliminates the need for
forced cornmutation circuits, thus reducing the equipment size and increasing power conversion
efficiency [ 1 91.
The GTO is capable of handling voltages of up to 5000 V and currents of up to a 3000 A.
The on-state voltage drop (typically 2-3 V) is slightly higher than in thyristors and the switching
speed is sclmewhat slow (on the order of a few microseconds to 2511s) [6], [ I 91.

Figure 3.4 Circuit Symbol for GTO [6]

Figure 3.5 V-I Characteristics of GTO [6]
The downside of GTOs, however, is the fact that the gate current required to turn off the device
can be as high as one-third of the current that is being interrupted. In addition, the GTO has some
problems with switching transients which must be taken into account. These usually require
snubber circuits to curb dvldt phenomenon. [6]. The most recent dildt and dvlcit ratings that were
found were 2500A/1is and 200V/ps, respectively [17]. Although these may be slightly dated, they
do show the sensitivity of the GTO to dvldt. GTOs have traditionally beer1 applied in higher
voltage circuits where bipolar transistors and power MOSFETs could not be utilized. The GTO
technology is a "marriage" of transistors and thyristors [17]. It should be notedl that the transients
incurred in turn-off of GTOs is a very involved topic and is not meant to be trivialized. Also, the
because of' high snubber losses, the switching speeds are sometimes reduced to as slow as 1 or 2
kHz. GTOs have been applied in various devices ranging from a few hundred kilowatts to several
megawatts [14].

3.4 POWER TRANSISTOR (BJT)
The circuit symbol and v-i characteristics of a W N bipolar junction trarlsistor are shown in
Figures 3 .tj and 3.7, respectively.

Figure 3.6 Circuit Symbol for BJT (npn) [6]

Figure 3.7 V-I Characteristics for BJT [6]
A BJT is a two-junction self-controlled device where the collector current is under the control of
the base drive current. It is essentially a linear device operated in a switching mode. As is shown in
the v-i characteristics, a sufficiently large base current results in the device beins fi~llyon. The onstate voltage drop in a BJT is in the 1-2 V range so that the conduction loss is small [6]. The
current gain, however, of a power transistor is low, but is very rapidly increased by sing double
and triple darlington configurations [14]. These devices are currently available in voltage ratings of
1400 V ar~dcurrent ratings of 800 A. They are being applied in converters rated up to 5OOkVA
with switching frequencies of several kilohertz.
There is another property connected with BJTs known as the second breakdown effect.
This is in contrast to the avalanche breakdown of a junction (a. k.a., the first breakdown). Basically
what occurs for certain situations is that a hot-spot occurs and the junction fails by thermal
runaway. Thus, manufacturers provide specifications in the form of safe operating areas (SOA's)
during both turn-on (FBSOA) and turn-off (RBSOA). Once again, the need :for snubber circuits
comes into play [14], [IS] and [19].

3.5 POWER MOSFETs
The circuit diagram and 17-i characteristics of a Metal-Oxide-Serniconductor Field Effect
Transistor (MOSFET) are shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9, respectively.
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Figure 3.8 Circuit Symbol for MOSFET [6]

Figure 3.9 V-I Characteristics O ~ M O S F E T
[6]
The MOSFET is unlike the BJT in that it is a voltage-controlled, "zero-junction" majority carrier
device [8],[14]. If a positive gate voltage is applied and is above a threshold value, a n-type
conducting channel is formed that permits current to flow between the drain and the source.
MOSFETlj require that a continuous gate-source voltage be applied (of appropriate magnitude) to
maintain the on-state. No gate current flows, except in the transition from on to off or vice versa
when the gate capacitance is being charged or discharged. [6]. The switching times are very fast
(on the order of 10 nanoseconds to a few hundred nanoseconds) which cause a low switching loss.
However, the on-state voltage drop tends to be high (can be on the order of 4-5 V for 500 V rated
device carrying 10 A) and a longer conduction channel can increase it even more.
The MOSFET does not have the second-breakdown problem of BJTs and thus the SOA is
determined solely by the limit of the junction temperature [14]. The MOSFET is basically immune
from local hot-spot formation and therefore tend to be more rugged than BJTs [18]. MOSFETs
are currently available in ratings in excess of 1000 V (but small current ratings) and up to 100 A (at
small voltage ratings). The gate-source voltage specifications range from 5 to 20 V.
A summary of the MOSFET in comparison with the BJT shows that this device has the
advantages of a high input impedance, high switching speeds, ease of paralleling, and much superior
SOA. Thus, this makes the MOSFET attractive for many lower power applications. [ZO]. Further
developments of this device will most likely be required before application to FACTS technology
becomes standard.

3 6 INSULATED GATE BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS (IGBTs)

The reader should note that this section begins what Bose [I31 deerns ils "modern" power
electronic devices. The IGBT, SIT, SITH, and MCT have all been developed after 1980. Since
these are r~elativelynew devices, there is less application of them and lots of room for advancement.
These sections are meant to give the reader a brief introduction to these "newer" devices.
Thl? circuit symbol and v-i characteristics for an IGBT are shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.1 1
respectively.

Figure 3.10 Circuit Symbol for IGBT [6]

Figure 3.11 V-I Characteristics of IGBT [6]
The IGBT is basically a hybrid MOS-gated turn onloff bipolar transistor that combines the
attributes of MOSFET, BJT, and thyristor. It is similar to the MOSFET in that it has a high input
impedance gate which requires only a small amount of energy to switch the device. Currently the
IGBT has higher current densities than both the MOSFET and the BJT and req~~ires
30% less diesize than the MOSFET [13]. It's input impedance is also significantly less than that of the
MOSFET as is the ration of gate-collector capacitance to gate-emitter capacitance [14]. The
IGBT, like: the BJT, has a small on-state voltage drop even in the largest device:^. [6]. The IGBT
can operate at a higher frequency than the BJT (at comparable voltage and current ratings) without
any seconcl breakdown phenomenon. In addition, an IGBT is a much faster device than BJTs as it
can operate up to 20 kHz switching frequency in medium power applications. Currently ratings of
1200 V artd 400 A are available. As the ratings of this device increase it is expected to replace
BJTs in the majority of applications. [13].
Before continuing with the "newer" power semiconductor devices a summary of the most
popular controllable devices is now given in Table 3.1.
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I
Device
7
BJT
I

I
I

MOSFET
GTO
IGBT

Table 3.1
Summary of Popular Controllable Devices
Power Capability
Medium
1
Low
I
High
Medium

Switching Speed
Medium
Fast
Slow
Medium

3.7 DEV1:CES CURRENTLY UNDER DEVELOPMENT AND FUTURE TRENDS
This section is devoted to the newest devices in power semiconductors; namely the SIT,
SITH, and MCT. In addition, a brief explanation of "smart" devices is given.
The SIT is a high-power, high-frequency device which is the solid-state ,version of the triode
vacuum tube. It is a short n-channel device that is normally on. But, if the gate voltage is negative,
the depletion lay of the reverse-biased p+n junction will inhibit the drain current flow. It's switching
speed is fa.ster than that of MOSFETs, but the conduction drop is too large to justify its use unless
FET-type switching speeds are required. So far, it has only been used in linear mode in audio,
VHF/UHI;, and microwave amplifiers. Developers are claiming superior re:liability, noise, and
radiation hardness over MOSFETs. Also, since it is a majority carrier, SOA's are limited only by
junction temperature. A few other applications include AMEM transmitters, induction heating,
high-voltage low-current power supplies, ultrasonic generators, and linear power amplifiers. [14].
The SITH or SI-thyristor is a self-controlled GTO like on-off device. Like the SIT, it is a
normally on device, but the N region is saturated with minority carrier. During reverse bias with
respect to the cathode, a depletion Layer will block anode current flow. The device does not have
a reverse blocking capability and the turn-off behavior is similar to that of the GTO (i.e., the gate
current is llarge and the anode circuit shows a tail current). A comparison with the GTO shows that
the SITH, unlike the GTO, is normally on. Also, the conduction drop is slightly higher than that of
a GTO whereas the turn-off current is somewhat less than the GTO. Both devices, however,
display a 1.ong tail current. The SITH has a higher switch frequency and higher dvldt and dildt
ratings. Finally, the SOA is improved. [14], [15].
The most futuristic thyristor that has yet to arrive on the scene is being developed by EPRI.
The MOS-controlled thyristor, or MCT [21]. An MCT is a thyristorlike trigger into conduction
device that can be turned on or off by a small pulse on the MOS gate. It is very similar to the
GTO, except that the turn off current gain is very high. However, its switching speed is
comparable to IGBTs, yet with lower conduction drops. Currently these devices are not available
on the market, but some prototypes have been released by General Electric with 500V/1000V,
50A1100A ratings and by Harris Semiconductor with a 900V, 15A rating. [13], [14]. MCTs are
very complicated devices from the fabrication standpoint, but are expected to offer a serious
challenge to other high-power devices when they are fully developed. In addition, MCTs are the
building blocks of so-called "smart" devices. These smart devices will combine both high-power
electronics with microelectronics technology for control all in one device. Bose [14] refers to these
as power integrated circuits (PIC) in which the control and power electronics are integrated on the
same chip. The motivation of this technology is reduction of size and cost and improvement in
reliability. The main proble~nscurrently facing "smart" devices are those of ctooling and isolation
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between high-voltage and low-voltage devices. 'The reader is advised to look for yearly
publications by B. K. Bose for curl-ent developments in power semiconductor devices.
Before closing, one last discussion rernains. So far, every device in this report has been
fabricated from silicon and the corresponding technologies However, it is noteworthy that other
semicond~.~ctor
niatel-ials are now colnillg onto the scene Some of these include gallium arsenide,
silicorl cal-bide, and dialrlorld. T'lle last two are particularly i11te.1-estingbecause of their large band
gaps, 11ig11carrier mobilities, and high electrical and thermal conductivities Therefore, it is feasible
that these Inaterials could be used to build power devices that have high power capabilities. high
switching speeds, low losses and drops, and high junction temperatures. [14].
To summarize all of the available devices and compare them would b'e next to irnpossible
due to the complexity of the numerical ratings. Not only do the ratings vary from device to device,
but they may also be a variation of ratings on a single device. Bose [I41 gives two tables in his
paper which help co~nparethe similarities and differences for the various devices discussed. These
tables are included as Tables 3.2 and 3.3.

Table 2

s 1.r
\rollage arld currenl
ralings
Prcscn~power capability

h.1CT'
600 V, 60 A (rms)'

RIM1 V. I8 A (dc)'

SITCI
1200 V, 300 A (rms).

1200 V, 300 A

1200 V. 300 A

-

Linear

Trigger

Asyn~nielric
Galing

TI range ('C)
Safe operating area
Conduction drop (V) a!
raled current
Drop sensitivity with OC
Switching frequency (Hz)

A\yfn~~ictric

Voltage

Currenl

Vollag:e

-50 to 150

-40 lo 125

-55 to 150

Tj limited

T, limi~led

4

1.1

TI lin~ited

18
Positive

Negative

Negalive

Up lo 70000

Several kHz"

U p I0 Z~WXX)

-

Below 3

Reapplied dvidt (Vips)

Very high

2000

Turn-on dlldt ( A / / l s )

Very high

900

11.25
0.3

2
9

2.1

0.1
Polarized (snubberless
operation possible

25

1.0

Polarized

Polarized (sr~ubberless
operation possible)
Fasl [use or €,ale inhibil
A C molor drives

Turn-off currenl gain

Turn-on time (/is)
Turn-of[ lime (11s)
Leakage current (mA)
Snubber
Proteclion

Gale conlrol

Fast fuse or gate inhibit

lnduclion healing
Ullrasnnic gcncr;llors
AMIFM generators

Induction heating
Slatic VAR compensalian

r\vailablc f r o ~ rTokin
~
Anicric:~Inc.

Available from Toyo Elec.
Co.

+2SO TI range
p<~ssil~le
Cl1:tracIcris~ics
comp;lrable lo IGBT
excepc lower drop
Device no1 y t : ~available
com~nercially

'TOKIN 2SK182

'TOY0 D E N K I - o n l y
device
"Selec~ed devices can
operate at higher frequency

'HARRIS MCTA60P60
(devclopmenlal device)

UPS sy~lems
Static VAR and
harmonic co1,npensators

-196

10

Table 3.3
T;lble 1 fro111Bose (14 1
Table 1

Voltage and
current ratings

Thyrrstor

Triac

GTO

Darlington BJT

1800 V, jM) A
(rn-4
Phase control type'

6(Hl V, 40 A (rms)*

1200 V, 300 A
(peak)'

700 V, 100 A (dc)*

Present power
capability

Voltage blocking

Gating

801) V, 4 0 A
Trigger

Symmetric or
asymmetric

Symmetric

Asymmetric or
symmetric

asymmetric

14symmetric

Cunent

Current

Current

Current

Voltage

- 4 0 to I25

1 0 to 115

1 0 to 125

Does not apply

Does not apply

Second breakdown
at turn-off

Negative

Drop sensitivity
with " C

Turn-{~ffcurrent
gain
Reappllied dvidr
(VIP~)
Turn-on di!dr
(NpsI
Turn-on time (ps)
Turn-off time ( p s )

Linear

Second breakdown
ant 7; limit

4

Conduction drop
(V) at rated
curretit

Up to

Negative

6~-

500 V, 5 0 A

Trigger

T, raltge (OC)

IGB?

(dc)'

1200 V, 800 A
(paralleled module)

Safe ~perating
area

Switching
€requt:ncy (Hz)

Power
MOSFET
;!00 V, 18 A

Linear

- 55 to 150

-10 to IS0

T, limited

r, limited

3.2"

Negative

m

Positive

up to LO0000

Segatve
(positive
at high
current)
up I0 20000

-

30

Limit for
device loss

Limit for device
loss and SOA

Limited by
Miller ewect

Limit For
deuce loss

200

300

LOO

'Very high

Very high

I. I
2'0

90 ns
0.14

1.7

3

Comparnble to
thyristor
1

Unpolarized

Unpolarized

Polarized or
unpohrized

Polarized

:Polarized
(snubberless
operation
possible)

Polar~ztd
(snuncerless
operxion
possible)

Protection

Gate inhibit or fast
fuse

Gate inhibit or fast
Fuse

Gate inhibit or
fast fuse

Base control

G.ste control

Gate control

Application

D C moror drives
Large powe
supplies
Lighting and
heating
Static VAR
compensators
Electronic circuit
breakers
Large surge cunent
capability

Lamp dimming
Heating control
Zero voltagc
switched a c relay
AC motor starting
and control

Motor drives
UPS systems
Static VAR

Motor drives
UPS systems
Static VAR and
harmonic
compensators
Switching mode
power supplies

Switching
mode power
supply
Brushless dc
motor drive
Electronic dc
relay

AC motor
dr~ves
UPS jpstems
Static \.'.a
and hwnonic
compensators
Su.itching
mode power
supplies

Current gain varies
with collector
current

Built-in body
diode can
carry full
cL.rrent, but
slo'w recovery

Leakage current
Snubber

Comments

Large surge current
capability

0.2

induction heating

High uncontrollable
surge cunent
Large snubber to
limit device loss
Low switching
frequency at high
power.
'POWEREX
GDM2-30

POWEREX D67DE

'MOTOROLA
IRF240
" Becomes
high with
higher voltage
and current
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Chapter 4
Flexible AC Transmission System Devices
for Economic Optimal Dispatch

4.1 Introduction

The econo~nicoptimal dispatch problem deals with the optimization of some power system
quantities with respect to the generation schedule of the generators. The main objective is the
minimization of the costs related to the generation of electric power while suppl!ring the demand.
Many methods may be used to hlfill this objective. Linear programming, gradient, quadratic and
direct Kuhn-Tucker techniques are common examples.
There are certain restrictions or constraints in the solution of the optimal djispatch problem.
Generators have different sizes, he1 costs vary, and there are transmission losses in the lines.
These constraints are to be included in the analysis of the problem. Never~:heless,there are
factors that may limit the implementation of an optimal dispatch solution such as transmission
line limits, 2md environmental considerations.
The demand for electric power grows every day, but the construction of new generation facilities
and new transmission lines has been delayed by energy, environment, right-of-way, and cost
problems. 'The utilities rely on the utilization of power importlexport arrangements to solve this
dilemma. However, the existing transmission facilities were not designed to handle properly the
control requirements of an interconnected power system. Thus, system problems are often
solved by overdesign and/or under utilization of the transmission systems. M:otivated by this
situation, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) initiated the developmeint of the Flexible
AC Transmission System (FACTS) [1][2]. This concept uses high power electronics, advanced
control centers, and communication links to increase the usable power transmission capacity to
its thermal limit.
In this chapter, FACTS technology will be briefly described. Then, the effects of FACTS
devices in ithe solution of the economic dispatch problem will be discusse:d. Finally, the
representation of two devices in the economic dispatch problem will be presenteld.
4.2 Econornic Optimal Dispatch

As mentioned earlier, the economic dispatch problem is to find the generation levels in various
generating units which minimize the cost of generation. In operating the system for any load
condition, the contribution from each plant and from each unit in the plant must lbe determined so
that the cost of delivered power is minimum. The main constraint in this pro'blem is that the
demand of the system must be met. Although the major portion of the generation costs are due
to he1 costs, there are other contributors such as maintenance costs. In general, only those costs
that can be controlled by operating strategy enter into the economic dispatch formulation. Those
parameters that are to be adjusted to achieve the required optimization are called control

variables. The costs C are a hnction of the control variables, lectric power demand, generator
setting, and the load flow of the system.
A simplified1 formulation of the problem can be made by assuming that the cost of generation is
just the he:l cost. The only constraint will be that the demand is met. This is the equal
incremental cost rule, which states that the optimum dispatch is achieved when the incremental
cost at each cycling unit is the same (cycling refers to a unit which is not operate:d at its maximum
nor at its minimum). In other words, the objective is to find a generation level iin which the cost
of producing one watt is the same for all units involved in the dispatch.
The equal incremental cost rule does not consider losses in the transmission system. It will be
more expensive to supply a load from a unit A which is 5 miles away from the load than supply
the same load from a unit B which is 1 mile away. The incremental cost of each unit may be the
same, but because unit A has to supply the load plus the losses in the 5-mile line, the actual cost
is higher. Therefore, the B-coefficients method states that the optimal dispatch of a system is
reached when the penalized incremental costs of each cycling unit are equal. Tlis penalty factor
accounts f0.r the distance between the unit and the load. The higher the distance (i.e. the higher
the losses), the greater the penalty.
The methocls described thus far do not model Kirchhoff laws. The load flow equations must be
included in the analysis in order to get a realistic solution. A load flow study gives as result the
voltage at each system bus, as well as real and reactive power flows and losses for all equipment
interconnecting the buses. In this way, it can be verified that the generation suplplies the demand
plus the losses. It also allows the verification of the rating of voltages, generators, and
transmissio~llines. The gradient method for the optimal power flow problem is used to minimize
costs, and the load flow equations are satisfied. References [3] and [4] provide a deeper
discussion of the methods that have been presented here.
An important fact that should be stressed is the importance of constraints in the economic
dispatch problem. The constraints may be classified depending whether a specified value is to be
met (equality constraints), or if a system quantity is to be bounded by a lower and/or upper limit
value. Ineqluality constraints include upper/lower bus voltages at generation and load buses, var
limits at generation buses, maximum power rating of a unit, and maximum line loading limits. An
example of an equality constraint is the satisfaction of the demanded load. The: incorporation of
constraints in the method is needed in order to obtain a realistic and reliablle solution to the
optimal dispatch problem.

Another area that may be included in the optimal dispatch problem is the dispatch of reactive
power. This area is sometimes treated as a secondary issue because if reactive power is needed in
a specific location, it is supplied by the use of shunt capacitors, or synchronous condensers at
specific buses or substations. These approaches result in low reactive power flows. At the
generation and transmission levels, the reactive power is generated entirely by synchronous
generators. The reactive power limits may appear as inequality constraints or in the power flow
equations.

Economic optimal dispatch is used both in the planning and operation of a power system. In
system plarlning studies, feasibility and project costs are the main concern. In !system operation,
minimizing the operating cost is the primary objective.
4.3 Flexible AC Transmission System

Reactive power compensation is been used nowadays to increase the transmitti~blepower in AC
power systems. Fixed or mechanically switched capacitors and reactors are bleing employed to
increase the steady state power transmission by controlling the voltage along the lines. However
these devices do not provide high speed control. Furthermore, control camnot be initiated
frequently because mechanical devices wear out quickly compared to static devices.
Flexible A(: transmission system (FACTS) overcomes the limitations of the p,resent mechanical
control devices. This concept is centered in the use of thyristor based calntrollers. These
controllers will allow the reactive power compensation to be made more rapidly, improving in
this way the transient and dynamic stabilities of the power system. FACTS tet:hnology will also
provide greater control of power, increase the capacity of the lines to their thermal limit, and
prevent cascading outages. FACTS has these capabilities because of its ability to handle the
parameters that limit a power systems which are: Series impedance, shunt impedance, phase
angle, and oscillations below rated frequency. It is not always possible to overcome these
constraints using mechanical devices. That is why this new concept is important.
The power flow over an AC line is a fbnction of phase angle, line end voltages and line
impedance. Equation (4.3.1) states this relationship and figure (4.3.1) illustrates it. There is no
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Figure 4.3.1: Power Flow

high speecl control of these parameters. The steady state power flow is reached through
generation scheduling, change of transformer taps and the switching of shunt capacitors and
reactors. 'This lack of reliable control creates stability problems, under utilization of the lines
capacity, high or low voltages, and power flowing through other than the intended lines. Thus,
power flows in accordance to line impedances that have no relationship to contracts or thermal

limits. Figure (4.3.2) shows an unwanted inner power flow in a system. This difference between
the contract path (scheduled flow) and the free flow path (actual flow) is called loop flow.
Figure (4.3.3) shows another unwanted flow of power. In this case, power was intended to go
from bus 1 to bus 2. But if the line impedance from bus 1 to 3 is smaller than the impedance in
line 1-2, power will also flow through 1-3. This may result in overloading of line 1-3, which
causes a decrease in the power delivered from bus 1 to 2, which in turn causes the under
utilization of line 1-2. This problem is called parallel flow.

Figure 4.3.2: Loop Flow

Figure 4.3.3: ~ k a l l eFlow
l

By properly placing FACTS devices in the systems shown in figures (4.3.2) and (4.3.3), real
time control of the power flow may be obtained. The control of the power flow will avoid or
minimize loop and parallel flows. The following sections discuss the operation of such devices,
and how they affect the power flow.
4.4 Static: VAR Compensator

This device has been used since the 1970's. It helps in keeping steady state and dynamic voltages
within their limits, but it does not provide any control of active power. The var output can be
varied continuously between the capacitive and inductive ratings of the equipment. The device
also has a modulation option to provide damping if power oscillation is detected [ 5 ] .

The necessary reactive power required for the compensation is generated or absorbed by
capacitor or reactor banks. Thyristor switches are only used to control the combined reactive
impedance the banks present to the system. An advanced static compensator has been recently
presented [7]. This device provide control for real and reactive power. Although simulations
proved that the device may work, the cost effectiveness of the compensator may not be the same
for all applications.
4.5 NGH-SSR Damper
Subsynchronous resonance (SSR) occurs when a natural frequency of a generator's shaft coincides
with an electrical resonance frequency of the transmission system. It is usually between 15 and
30 Hz. This kind of problem may appear when static var compensators are used, and is
detrimental to the equipment. The SSR damper controls the series impedance of a line. This
impedance control enables the device to stop any unwanted frequency below the system
frequency, thus it avoids SSR. This device can also be used to prevent loop flows of power.
The SSR d,amperis the building block for a thyristor controlled series capacitor. This device has
remote imlpedance control, power and current control. The series capacitive compensation
control the power flow because it reduces both the magnitude difference and the phase angle
between thle end voltages of the line segment.
4.6 Phase Angle Regulator, Unified Power Controller and other devices

The phase angle regulator (phase shifter) shifts the phase angle of an AC voltage. A thyristor
controlled phase shifting transformer is used to regulate the transmission angle to mantain
balanced power flow in multiple transmission paths. It could also be used to control the power
flow so as to increase the transient and dynamic stabilities of the power system. This device
cannot generate nor absorb reactive power.
A unified power flow controller merges series and shunt compensation, and phase shifting into
one device: [5] [ 6 ] . This approach allows not only the combined application of phase angle
control with controllable series and shunt reactive compensations, but also the real time transition
from one selected compensation mode into another one that may handle a piarticular situation
more effectively. It may also simultaneously provide series impedance compeinsation and phase
angle control. It uses solid state voltage sources, thus it cannot cause SSR. It would also provide
operating :flexibility by its adaptability to power system expansion and changes without any
hardware alterations. Because of its flexibility, the is a choice of compensation methods to
control power flow.
The interphase power controller is a device intended to control power flow by using conventional
elements (transformer, capacitors, reactors and circuit breakers) [8]. The app1ic:ation is based on
the series connection of impedances between two different phases of two subne$works which are
to be connt:cted. This device has the same objective as FACTS devices, but without using solid
state technlology.

4.7 Effects of FACTS in the Economic Optimal Dispatch Problem
It was mentioned earlier that the economic optimal dispatch problem depends on the power flow
in the system. If the power flows without any means in the system that provide control,
problems such as parallel and loop flows appear. The economic disprttch is therefore
constrainecl, not just by the fuel costs, but by many operation limits imposed b:y the lack of high
speed conitrol of the power flow. The generation is usually limited t o values below the
established stability limits.
The effectiveness of power and stability control depends on the ability to conitrol impedance or
phase angle. The devices discussed in the preceding sections have such ability. Furthermore,
there is a dlevice that controls both parameters. FACTS devices control the power flow in a
system without generation rescheduling or topological changes. This will improve the
performance of the system because the economic optimal dispatch prob1e:m would be less
constrainecl.
Without violating the economic optimal dispatch, power transfers may be colltrolled in such a
way that thermal limits are not exceeded, losses are minimized, and contractual requirements are
fulfilled. U'the capacity of the lines is fully utilized, the constraint imposed by the line limits has
now a broader range, which will result in a less constrained dispatch problem For example, a
250-kV line may have a loading limit for safe operation if there is no power flow control. But if
FACTS devices are used, the loading limit of the line may be almost the same as its thermal limit.
The objective of power flow control is to regulate power flows through some predefined lines at
specified levels. FACTS technology achieve this objective. This diminish loop and parallel
flows which were caused by the free flow of power in the transmission system. .
Relief of overloaded transmission lines is usually performed by rescheduling of the generation
when fast :power flow control is not available. This method has the drawback of shifting the
generation away from the economical operation point. FACTS technology would avoid the
overloading of the lines by series compensation or phase shifts. Thus, by avoiding line
overloading, FACTS devices avoid an emergency situation in which the econonlic solution of the
dispatch problem would not be used.
Another ef'fect of the use of FACTS devices is in the generation reserve. By achieving greater
ability to transfer power between controlled areas, the generation reserve may be reduced. This
will also help the economic dispatch, because more resources would be available to meet the
demand. Another constraint in the optimum dispatch problem has been diminished.
Reactive power may be supplied when needed, not in a permanent way as is the case in static
compensation. FACTS devices may reduce the var generation to zero when tlhere is no need of
reactive power in the system. The generators may not need to be used to supply reactive power
because FACTS devices would supply the reactive power demand. As mentioned before, more
resources ilre available to meet the real power demand, thus the economic dispatch problem is
less constrained.

In the other hand, if there are more devices in the system, the number of paramcatersthat need to
be adjusted to get the required optimization will increase. This may increase the time needed to
get a solution to the economic optimal dispatch problem. The problem m.ay become more
involved as the next section shows.
4.8 Representation of FACTS Devices in Power System Economic Dispatch

FACTS tec:hnology ensures that power flows through the proper routes, and that the capacity of
the lines is hlly utilized. The use of this technology requires a good coordiination in order to
bring all devices to work together, not interfering with each other. To achieve this coordination,
computaticlnal tools must be developed to analyze the effects of the new devices on the system
performanc:e. It is necessary to extend available system analysis methods, sucli as the economic
optimal dispatch, to represent FACTS controls.
There will Ibe additional control variables in the optimal dispatch problem if FACTS devices are
included in a system. A methodology for the representation of phase shifters and series
compensation in the optimal dispatch problem has been presented [ 9 ] . Phase angle regulators
may be modeled as compensation injections in the terminal buses. Series compensation would be
represented by variations in circuit reactances. Both variables are considered continuous, and
limited by llower and upper limits. Thus, they become inequality constraints.
The main objective is to solve the loop and parallel flow problems, therefore the main concern is
the redirection of active power flows in the system. Thus a linearized (DC) power flow model
may be used. Voltage and stability problems are not considered in this model. The linearized
optimal dispatch problem is stated as follows: Minimize the generation cost ve'ctor C subject to

where equation (4.8.1) requires that the load is met, equation (4.8.2) represents the load flow
requirements, equation (4.8.3) shows the lower and upper limits of the generation, and equation
(4.8.4) prelsents the lowerlupper limits of the circuit active power flows. These equations are all
in matrix notation. S is the node-branch incidence matrix, G is the vector of generator settings, L
is the vector of loads, and F is a matrix whose entries are given by:

Equation (4.8.5) is the product of the susceptance of circuit i-j and the difference in the angle
accros circuit i-j. This is the active power flow in circuit i-j. The addition of a phase shift
changes equation (4.8.2). The problem is now to minimize C subject to

Equation (4.8.10) presents the limits on phase shiRer angles.

Fij
Fbii

= Fbij
=

+ Pij

(4.8.11)

yij Bij

(4.8.12)

vij

(4.8.13)

pij =Yij

Equation (4.8.11) shows that the active power flow in circuit i-j now has two components.
Equation (4.8.12) presents the component of active power flow associated to circuit susceptance,
and (4.8.13,)is the component associated to the phase shiRer angle. The device is transformed

Figure 4.8.1: Phase Angle Regulator as a Generator

Figure 4.8.2: Phase Angle Regulator Compensation Injections

into a generator. The "generator" is to affect both buses i and j simultaneously. The phase
shifter flow component Pij is represented as injections of power in the circuit terminal nodes as
shown in figure (4.8.2). This "generator" may be easily included in the existing; optimal dispatch
methods.

The series compensation may be represented as a modification of the circuit reactance, or
susceptance. The circuit susceptance can be represented as a control variable in the dispatch
problem, which may be stated as the minimization of C subject to the constraints in equations
(4.8.14) to (4.8.18). These equations were explained earlier except equation (4.8.18), which
and theta, the
presents the limits on susceptance variation. Due to the product of suscepta~~ce
problem becomes nonlinear, and its solution involves decomposition techniques [lo]. The
process is divided in two steps. First, trial values for series compensation are decided. Then,
given the trial values, an optimal dispatch problem is solved. A detailed discussion of this
method is presented in reference [9].
Although the techniques discussed here assumed the linearized (DC) model, they can be extended
to AC optimal dispatch problem. In this case, voltage aspects must be accounted for. Other
efforts are lbeing made to incorporate FACTS to existing planning and operation software [ l 11.
4.9 Conclusions

Flexible AC Transmission System, FACTS, manage the interrelated parameters of the power
system to achieve control of the power flow in the transmission system. The concept is based
on power electronics technologies, specially the thyristor, which is the key- element for the
FACTS controllers. From the devices presented, the unified power controller offered all possible
types of compensation.
FACTS technology makes possible the control of power flow. The economic dispatch problem
is therefore improved because of the removal of the constraints presented by the free flow of
power. FACTS ability to control power flow avoids generation rescheduling, increases the line
loading lirrlits, diminishes parallel and loop flows., and allows the reserve to be decreased This
technology may also supply reactive power when it is needed. These actions have a very
positive impact on the economic optimal dispatch because there are less constraints in the
solution of'the dispatch problem.

Although FACTS devices may diminish the quantity of constraints, or broaden the range of
many others, they also introduce additional constraints to the economical optimal dispatch
problem. For example, phase angle regulators and series compensation introduce inequality
constraints to the dispatch problem. The inclusion of the phase shifter in the economic dispatch
problem was not difficult, but the series compensation required an ela.borated process.
Nevertheless, after the proper models are established, additional constraints due to FACTS
devices are: worthy because of the great advantages in terms of the effects in other constraints
that the inclusion of these devices have.
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Chapter 5
Distribution System Automation
5.1 Introcluction
In today's competitive environment, controlling costs is becoming increasingly important.
All costs associated with operation must be controlled in an effort to imlarove competitive
position. Although the term management can mean different things to different people, the intent
is always the same: to make the best possible use of existing resources, whether labor or
equipmenl. One way to improve the management of electricity is the implementation of
distribution automation and control PAC) systems.
Di:stniution automation and control is recognized as a means to1 intelligently use
technology that is available in order to reduce distribution system losses, increase reliability,
utilize existing equipment more efficiently, or maintain acceptable reliability at reduced costs. Just
as FACTS technology is allowing the transmission system to be operated c1ose:r to system limits,
DAC technology will allow the distribution system more flexibility of operation. The main advent
for this technique is the development of computerized and communications tools for evaluating
and controlling the distniution system [I].
Some utilities have been experimenting with DAC [2, 31 since the mid 19701s,in order to
learn what: can be done with the systems to improve reliability. Pacific Gas andl Electric, together
with Pacific Telephone and Telegraph, developed a distribution automation system, and its costs
were documented in [33. It is expected that these costs will decrease as the slystem components
are put in mass production. No matter how the DAC system expenses are justified the fear of
installing a more complicated and expensive than need be scheme is present. For this reason
planning tools have been developed to identifjl DAC systems that can be used to economically
reduce customer outage time and better manage the system load. These tools are designed to
evaluate the present system and compare any proposed change to the system.
Th~efollowing sections will point out some of the DAC systems; benefits, outline
evaluation1 needs for DAC applications, and discuss some of the equipment used in the
implemen1:ation of DAC techniques. This paper was not written with the intent to promote any
individual software package, company, or equipment. The intent of this writer is to provide an
accurate overview of DAC equipment and technology that is available today. The references used
to producle this paper may contain names of companies that are presently producing software and
equipmenlt. These references can be used if the reader wishes to obtain infc~rmationregarding
specific manufacturers.

5.2 DAC Applications and Justifications
As previously stated, potential DAC applications need to be analyzed using computerized
tools. This analysis process will allow quantification of potential DAC benlefits. Table (5.1)
shows some particular applications and their justifj.lng benefits which can be produced by a
number of' computerized costhenefit analysis programs [ 11.
Table (5.1). DAC Applications and Justifications Shown
by CostIBenefit Analysis
Description of
DAC Application

Justification
(Benefit)

Substation Load Manaaement
Substation loads are monitored and loads
(i.f:. sections of fkeders) are switched
from one substation to another or within
tht: same substation to prevent a substation transformer from becoming
overloaded. Switching could be done
by time periods within a day, daily,
wrskly, or seasonally.

Transformer aging is slowed -increasing its lifetime -- thereby
deferring a capital expenditure
to increase substatilon capacity.
Principal Benefit:
Capital expenditure deferral

Feeder Load Management
Feeder loads are monitored and loads
(i.e. sections of feeders) are switched
from one feeder to another to prevent a
fader fiom becoming overloaded.
Switching could be done by time
periods within a day, daily, weekly,
or seasonally.

Lifetime of existing;feeders is
prolonged -- therefibre deferring
a capital expenditure to increase
feeder capacity.
Principal Benefit:
Capital expenditure deferral

Primary Distribution System
Ccmfkuration Mana~ement
Losses are reduced through better
feeder configuration and transformer
loading.

Reduced losses can[result in
generator fuel savir~gsand possibly
some reduction in needed capacity.

5.3
Table (5.1). Continued
The adjustments to feeder
coinfiguration and transformer loading
are accomplished by monitoring
fader and transformer loads -- and
switching loads fiom one feeder to
another.

Principal Benefits:
Fuel savings
Capital expenditure deferral
(generation capacity deferral)

Fault Identification and
Service Restoration
DAC is used to remotely detect, locate,
and isolate faulted feeder sections -- and
restore service to unfaulted sections.
Service restoration is achieved by
switching loads on outage to adjacent
energized feeders.

Faster restoration of service
reduces the amount of unserviced
energy and reduces the duration
of outages for customers.
Principal Benefits:
Reduction of utility revenue
losses
Higher customer reliability

hnergency Voltage Management
When system-wide generation shortages
invoke system-wide voltage reduction as
an emergency action, loads (i.e. sections
of feeders) are switched fiom one feeder
to another to maximize the number of
customers served at acceptable voltage.

Less load will be served at substandard voltages s'othere is less
chance for custome:r equipment
damage or performance
deterioration.
Principal Benefits:
Lower risk of customer damage
-- and potential suits against
the utility.

The DAC applications given in Table (5.1) are not intended to be all inclusive. They are
only representing some of the applications for which recently developed an~alyticaltools that
quantifjl the potential benefits of DAC for costhenefit studies.
5.3 Evaluation Needs
Dktribution systems that are upgraded with the previous DAC applications will require a
complex c;ornmunicationsand control system. Before this large investment is made there has to
be a more comprehensive assessment of costs and benefits. We need to understand the level of
equipment sophistication that will prove most cost effective in deploying DAC schemes.
The DAC evaluation tools currently available for use by distribution pllanners need to be
upgraded before DAC techniques can come into widespread use. The most prevalent analysis
tool in use: today for planning hture DAC applications is the load-flow program [I]. The planner
hypothesii:es a DAC application, and then simulates the effects of the application on the
distribution system operation. This simulation is usually a step-by-step appliication and power
flows within tolerances. Through such a step-by-step simulation process the planner eventually
identifies how he can use DAC for some benefit. The benefit is then quantified and contributes to
the overal:l costhenefit analysis.
The step-by-step application of a load flow program severely limits the planner's analysis.
The principal limitations are:
There is no optimization objective embodied in the analysis tool. The planner has to
depend entirely upon his intuition in regard to where to place DAC d.evicesand how to
operate them.
The analysis tool is incapable of treating a large distribution system (many feeders,
several substations) in one pass. Instead, the planner has to examine t:ffects of the DAC
operation on one feeder iit a time. By not being able to view a large distribution system
all at once, the planner is constrained when attempting to identifjl situ,ationswhich will
accrue benefits fiom the use of DAC.
Since the planner cannot analyze an entire distribution system at once:,it is difficult for
him to determine what level of DAC deployment into the system will be most effective.
The analysis is very labor intensive and consumes much time. This is due to the planner
having to analyze one feeder at a time, manually interpreting the results, and then
proceeding to another feeder.
It is difficult for the planner to assess and keep track of all the switching possibilities
that may be required in adjacent feeders aRer the original feeder modification is made.
Fr'om the above list it is shown that there are several needed analytical tools for evaluating
the benefits of DAC. The present day tools need to be upgraded to include sub-programs that

would optimize objectives, perform simultaneous analysis, and free the planner's time from trial
and error processing. A sub-program that performed optimization objectives would assist the
planner in identifjrlng the best operating strategies or deployment of DAC devices. Simultaneous
analysis sub-programs would allow the planner to gain an overview of the use:, deployment, and
benefits of the DAC for a whole system. The planner then may be able to dlraw some general
conclusior~sabout his system based on his fhdings. Freeing the planner from trial and error
drudgery lwould be obtained by allowing the computer to perform these tasks. This could be done
by allowing the computer to perform intricate computations, searching for alternative uses of
DACs, and identification of better operating strategies or deployments of DAC:. These upgrades
would allow the planner to perform the tasks which he best accomplishes. These include
interpretalion and generalization of results, and development of new ideas fiom the results.

5.4 DAC Implementation
The concept of distribution automation involves an extension of the tradlitional methods of
bulk power generation and transmission communications and control to the distribution system.
Figure (5.1) shows one approach to achieving closer integration of bulk powel- facilities with the
distribution system down to the user level f4]. Several different hierarchies are possible. The
control level shown includes digital processors at distribution dispatch centers and at the
distribution substation level, and distribution communications to feeder remote points and user
locations. In the representative control level shown, some of the automzlted functions are
controlled from the distribution dispatch center level and others from the substation level. User
load management fbnctions could be controlled from the same location or at a1 different location
from the distribution dispatch center. A typical system might include several distribution dispatch
centers with each having responsibility for a number of distribution substations and allowing each
distribution dispatch center to communicate with the utility management system f51.
It iw very important to understand the control and monitoring finctions that are involved in
the DAC implementation. Table(5.2)is a partial list of these functions.
Table(5.2) DAC Functions
Remote Control and Data Reporting
Substation Load Management
Load Shedding
Fault Identification
Fault Isolation
Service Restoration
Feeder Load Management
VoltageNAR Control
Distribution Transformer Load Management
Automatic Meter Reading
Remote Service Connect/Disconnect
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Figure (5.1) Representative Utility System and Control Hierarchy

Each of th:e control and monitoring finctions have their own interactive requirements, data bases,
communication system, and control equipment. The following paragraphs will briefly describe
each of the finctions in Table (5.2) 141.
The remote control and data reporting function extends the utility m,anagement system
monitoring and control to substations, breakers, feeders, reclosers, sectionalizing switches,
metering iind load control on the distribution system by providing communication between the
distribution dispatch center, substations, feeder sections, and customers. Dida and status are
transmitted from the distribution system to higher levels, namely the distribution dispatch center
and substation. Remote control and data reporting equipment transmit control commands
generated by the substation processor or by the distribution dispatch center. to lower system
levels.
Substation load management functions monitor substation transformer temperatures and
loadings imd then reduces the load as needed by switching feeders or sections between
transformt:rs. This switching may occur in the same substation or to adjacent substation feeders
via the fecder load management knction. It also predicts and evaluates transformer loss of life
and load ability.
Load shedding reduces substation load during power system emergenciles by command of
deferrable customer loads. This is performed via the customer load management knction or by
operator directed selective load shedding of feeder sections via the feeder load management
function. Priority load interruptions can be minimized and load shedding includes rapid feeder
breaker tripping for underfiequency load shedding. Operator control of fbnction directed load
shedding and cold load pickup are additional features.
Faiult identification uses fault detectors installed on feeder sections to roughly locate
primary fi~ults. It monitors reclosing operations to determine if the feeder has experienced a
temporary or permanent fault. Fault identification can be used to define the fiault location more
closely to laterals or smaller sections of feeders with a greater number of facdt detectors. The
fault isolation function automatically or by operator intervention isolates feeder sections which
have experienced a persistent fault. It is coordinated closely with the service restoration fbnction.
Service restoration includes automatic reclosing logic for feeder breaker operation and restores
service to unfaulted feeder sections following permanent faults.
Feeder load management detects heavily loaded feeders and automatically transfers
appropriate feeder sections to less heavily loaded feeders or substations. Feeder load
management functions are also used by the substation load management hnction to relieve
substation loads by coordinated load transfers and by the load shedding fbnction to reduce load
selectively.
The voltagdvar control h c t i o n regulates the var demand and voltage profile by
controlling; switched capacitors, transformer load tap changers, and line voltage regulators in a
coordinated manner. This function also serves to reduce system losses as well ias bank and feeder
var loads within operator specified limits.

Di;stributiontransformer load management is a supplement to off line transformer load
management which helps to select a sample of highly loaded distribution trm;formers. Sensors
would be used to monitor temperatures exceeding a specified level. A contact on the sensor is
periodically scanned, providing an indication to the operator of high temperature.
A~ltomaticmeter reading reads meters at customer locations and aids in automatic billing.
Acquisition of monthly meter reading data, including time of use, maximum block interval
demand, load survey, and meter tampering detection, are only a few of the options. With this
informatian customer load management may be used. This function reduces peak demand by
shifting loads from peak to off-peak periods. Customer load management may also be used to
reduce the load on a feeder or substation by dropping specified loads (water heaters, space
heaters, air conditioners, etc.) in a highly coordinated manner. It has a variety of capabilities in
emergency situations. Another closely related function is the remote service connectjdisconnect
function. This function provides the ability to remotely read the customer meter at initiation and
termination of service without dispatching a service representative to the location. The meter can
be read periodically during the terminate/resume service interval to detect theft of service.
The system administration function stores and organizes retrieved data into a data base for
report genteration and also provides for updating the data base as periodically rlequired for system
operation. System administration includes the capability of maintaining d8ta and programs
required both at the distribution dispatch center and substation processor location levels. It
includes interruption data, equipment status, operating limits and schedules, history files, and
cofigurat ion files.
A number of distribution communication systems are being considered for distribution
automation, namely, distribution line carrier, telephone, and radio [6]. DAC requires
cornrnunic:ationsto flow from the distribution substations to the higher level corttrol center, and to
lower level points such as distribution feeder switching devices and customer locations. Each of
the vario~lsdistribution automation functions puts a different emphasis on the distribution
communic;ation system. Some require high reliability and availability, but can tolerate a low data
rate. Oth.ers need high reliability, but can tolerate lower availability and a rrtoderate data rate.
Reliability, availability, and data rate transmitted are always trade offs in des.ign of economical
communic;ation systems. A single type communication system may not be the optimum solution
for all distribution automation functions.
5.4.1 DAC Control Equipment
h,previously stated, several utilities and organizations have been experimenting with
DAC sincie the mid 1970's. Since there is such a wide variety of control systems being tested, one
in particular has been chosen to represent the type of control equipment necerssary to implement
the DAC scheme. The Athens Automation and Control Experiment is a hardware/software
oriented I-esearchand development project [7]. The control equipment used in the Athens
automation project is representative of the type of equipment that must be obtained or produced
for the DrlC scheme to perform properly.

The Athens Automation project has an overall computer control syste~mwhich monitors
and mani1)ulates three basic subsystems. These subsystems include substation automation,
distribution automation (feeder automation), and load control and monitoring. The load control
and monitoring subsystem is comprised of such customer related areas as s~martmetering for
appliances and peak usage metering. An in-depth illustration of the distril~utionautomation
subsystem has been chosen to show some of the DAC equipment needed. Illustration of the
complete ,ithens automation system may be obtained from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
5.4.1.1 Feeder Automation
In the Athens project four different devices on the distribution feeders are monitored and
controlled. They include load-break switches, power reclosers, voltage regulators, and capacitor
banks. These devices are discussed in the following paragraphs and include a description of the
equipment that is installed on a distribution pole, diagrams of the control circu~its,and details on
the functions to be performed at that location. The four feeder automation designs presented
reflect the: maximum equipment that was installed at a distribution feeder location. Since full
monitoring and control capability is not desired or required at every feeder installation, some will
have less equipment. For instance, single-phase monitoring is a way to significantly reduce costs.
The installation of a load-break switch is shown in Figure (5.2) and Figure (5.3). The
load-bred: switch installation consists of a three-phase, group operated load-break switch, three
sets of di!;connect switches (line, load, and bypass), a combination of three power or current
transformcxs, seven metal oxide varistor surge arresters, a fault detection relay, power source,
transducers, transponder and a stored energy operator. A battery cabinet is necessary when the
load-bred; switch requires battery backup. The stored energy operator is capable of operating the
load-bred: switch three times within two hours of the outage.
Th.e function of the load-break switch is to provide a location for monitoring,
sectionalizing, and transferring load. The power and current transformer combination unit
produces voltage and current signals that pass through single-phase wattfvar and voltage
transducel-s to provide power flow, single-phase voltage, and power factor information. The
group opt:rated load-break switch with a stored energy operator provides rennote sectionalizing
and load transfer capability. The fault detection relay forces the isolation of fa.ults to a minimum
area. When it has been determined that a fault has occurred (generally through alarms), the
appropria1:e switches to transfer the load to other feeders may be manually or remotely controlled.
The fault detectors are used to determine the location of the fault. If the Eault is beyond the
switch, the switch may be opened and the load on the feeder restored. Figure (5.4) shows the
control dii5gram for operating the switch remotely.
The power recloser installation consists of a Westinghouse "PR" reclose:r, a normally open
air-break switch in the feeder, six disconnect switches, a combination of three: power or current
transformc=rs,a transponder, and a transducer cabinet. The group operated three-phase air-break
switch is used to bypass the recloser and other equipment on the pole. The other two sets of
disconnect switches are used to isolate the recloser. The transducer cabinet contains the
transduceirs required for monitoring at the recloser.

Figure (5.2) Load-break Switch Installation

Figure (5.3) Load-break Switch One Line Diagram
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Figure (5.4) Load-break Switch Control Diagram
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The hnction of this installation is to provide a location for monitoring, (sectionalking,and
fault detection. As shown in Figure (5.9, the power and current transformer combination unit
signals pass through single-phase wattlvar and voltage transducers and provide power flow,
voltage, and power factor information. Through a series of monitoring relays installed in the
recloser control circuits, the opening and restoration of power may be performled by operator or
by remote control. This eleviates the need to send a lineman to the recloser locadion.
The voltage regulator installation consists of three one-phase regulators, three one-phase
bypass disconnect switches, six one-phase isolation disconnect switches, three power and current
transformttr combination units, a 120-Vac power supply, a transducer cabinet, imd a transponder,
as shown in Figure (5.6).
The hnction of this installation is to provide remote voltage regul!ation and system
monitoring. The voltage on the feeder sections is controlled by the regulator and allows for
voltage reduction. This will be used to reduce the system peak demand. The regulator can be
operated i n either a local or remote control mode. A 1ocaVremote relay provides the capability to
switch between local and remote control modes. This relay keeps the local controls £iom fighting
with the remote controls by blocking the local control hnctions of the regulator.
The final set of devices used for the feeder automation are the capa.citor banks. The
capacitor bank installation consists of one bypass and two isolation disconn~ectswitches, one
power and current transformer combination unit, two metal oxide varistor surge arresters, a
transponder, a bank of capacitors with a var controller, and a neutral cuirrent relay. This
installatiori is illustrated in Figure (5.7).
The hnction of this installation is to provide remote control of the capiacitor bank and to
provide a monitoring point of the system. The power and current transformer combination unit
senses a single phase and serves the dual purpose of monitoring and providing voltage and current
level for the local var controller. The status portion of this installation monitors the position of
the capacitor oil switches, thus indicating whether the capacitors are off or on. These may also be
controlled by local or remote control options. Also, a neutral current relay will open the capacitor
bank switches if the capacitors on any phase rnalhnction and cause zero-sequence current to
flow.

5.5 Conclusion
The previous sections have shown that DAC development and implem~entationis not an
easy task. There are many things that have to be considered before a DAC project may begin. A
few of th~eseinclude types of control and monitoring equipment, types of communications
equipment, cost of implementation, and the degree to which DAC is integrated into the system.
The last entry in the previous list is one that must be thought about very thoroughly. Even if it is
not economically feasible to integrate a total DAC system into a utilities distribution system it may
be beneficial to use different parts of the DAC system. This is why the planner has to research
and develop ideas to improve his distribution system. When the distribution system collapses is
not the time to begin thinking about how to improve the system.
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Probably the most important reason to begin a DAC project is economic. As can be seen
in the publication dates of the references, DAC seems to have slowed down as a research topic. It
is not knclwn if this is due to the fact that most utilities have enough capacity for the present
demand or. if automation is just to expensive. Both of these reasons are tied to leconomics. There
are no real reasons to automate, other than huge savings, unless the present clistribution system
becomes clverly stressed. If this was to occur then a large push for DAC may occur.
With today's expansion of modular type technology, total DAC system integration may
someday become feasible. If not for economic reasons then maybe for efficicsncy or reliability.
What ever is the driver, Distribution Automation and Control is a viable option to new or larger
capacity distribution systems.
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Chapter 6
Flexible AC Transmission Control Strategies

6.1

Introduction

The high-voltage transmission network of the United States today arle facing
unprecedented challenges and opportunities. These challenges are closely related to
energy cost, environmental, social, and regulatory issues, as well as to the profound
changes in the U.S. industrial structure and the geographical shifts of highly populated
areas. Thus, in view of the many difficulties involved in adding new transmission capacity
and the additional power flow control requirements anticipated as a result of'the extensive
integration of non-utility generation, one of the most important challenges facing the
utility industry today is the more efficient utilization of the existing transmission network.
The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has initiated the devebpment of
Flexible AC Transmissions (FACTS)in which power flow is dynamically coritrolled by
various power electronic devices.
In [6], Galanos, Hatziadoniu and Cheng pointed out that the power transfer
capability and the transient performance of the existing transmission network can be
considlerably enhanced by the following proposed control strategies
introduce more flexible power flow control capabilities;
miinimize undesired loop flows;
achieve higher loading levels by long transmission lines;
introduce fast real and reactive power modulation capabilities.
Narain G. Hingorani, ex-Vice President of EPRI, pioneered the developments of
FACTs with the promise of five opportunities for increased efficiency for thle power
indust1y [5]:
Gr~eatercontrol of power over the prescribed transmission routes.
Secure loading of transmission lines to levels nearer their thermal limits.
Grleater ability to transfer power between controlled areas, so that the generation
reserve margin can be reduced.
Prevention of cascading outages by limiting the effects of faults and equipment failure.
Damping of power system oscillation, which could potentially damage equipment and
linlit usable transmission capacity.

6.2

Present situation

In recent years, the power demand has shown a steady but geographically uneven
growth. The available power generation is often not close to the growing load centers.
The locations of new power generation are largely determined by regulatory policies,
environmental acceptability, and the cost of available energy. In order to meet the power
demand under these often contradictory requirements, the utilities increasingly rely on the
utilizaition of existing generation facilities via power importlexport arrangements. Power
export and import requires the interconnection of independent power system into an ever

growing grid. By adjusting the voltage and phase of alternating current through highvoltage transmission lines, utility companies are able to move power from one region to
another. Currently there is a major power grid which ties together most of the U.S. and
parts of Canada east of the Mississippi River. Other power networks link the rest of the
U.S. arid Canada.
There are a number of potential problems associated with such an interconnected
system. An individual transmission systems in the network may often times play no role
other tlhan the "wheeling" of the power from one system to another. This is termed as
loop flow, the flow of power along unintended routes, as a result of the interconnection of
today's power systems, combined with the law that current flows in the path with
minimum impedance. Thus the bulk transfer of power, for example, from Ontario Hydro
power plants to New York City, may flow through transmission lines as far west as Ohio
and Kc:ntucky. The detour can be costly for the utilities whose lines carry the unwanted
power, because the current passing through Ohio and Kentucky transmission systems
consurnes transmission capacity that they could otherwise use to serve their own
customers. Family to loop flow, there is parallel flow. This is the phenomeiion that the
power interchange between two utilities is affected by a third utilities' transnnission
facilities. In order to overcome loop flow and parallel flow, power engineers have to
device means to create direct control over the flow of the current on the intended route
only.
Large scale instability, poor control of line voltage and small-scale instability also
occur jn the event of rapid load changes. The symptoms of these illnesses are:
outages, momentary or lengthy, disrupt complex manufacturing processt:s;
volltage sags, even instantaneous, can be detrimental to microelectronic based
equipment, such as computers;
subsynchronous resonance can set up vibrations that destroy transmission and
generation equipment;
phase mismatches between voltage and current reduce the amount of power that can
be transmitted from one location to another. Under extreme conditions, such
recluctions could cause blackouts.
Disturbances in transmission systems has strong impact on utility customer: lost
work, disrupted manufacturing processes and damage to valuable equipment. To avoid
such outages, precautions have been taken by the power industry to maintaiin large
reservt:s of generating capacity as a safety margin against contingencies. On the other
hand, many companies are investing in their own power conditioning equiprnent. Such
equiprnent ranges from unintermptible power supplies (UPS), which can provide enough
energy to ride through short outages, to full-scale generation facilities that o'ffercomplete
backup power for a plant. Unfortunately, current UPS technology is ineffici~ent:between
10% and 20% of the energy that flow through such a device is lost. This amounts to 3
billion kilowatt-hours per year, at a direct cost of more than $100 million, nlot to mention
the indirect costs of burning additional fossil fuels and building new power plants and
transmussion lines. [2]
To cope with power failures and changing demands, massive electroimechanical
switches are traditionally used. They take several AC cycles to turn off and introduce

their own instability and noises. There is an immediate need for faster and more reliable
alternative control technology.
Recent advances in power electronics have opened a new world in power systems
controll. Several control devices are being developed under the concept of F;ACTs. The
flexible system owes its tighter transmission control to its ability to manage ithe interrelated
parameters that constrain today's systems. They include: series impedance, shunt
impedimce, phase angle, and the occurrence of oscillations at various frequeincies below
there rated frequency (typically 15 to 30 Hz). Thus with the combination of' high power
electronic devices and computerized system automation, a more sophisticated degree of
contro:llcan be achieved. Specifically, large solid-state switches, or thyristors, would be
used in various types of controllers to manipulate alternating current on transmission lines.
Among them are static var compensators (SVC), thyristor controlled series compensators,
phase shifters , which all employ thyristor technology. With such thyristor-based devices
and with high-speed coordination provided by an advanced system of communications and
computer hardware and software, utilities would be able to increase the loadling on
existing transmission lines and hardware more transactions without compromising
reliability.

6.3

A brief introduction to thyristor technology

For the past two decades, high-voltage, high-power electronic devices known as
thyristors have been developed. Most of the current FACTSdevices are bas,edon thyristor
technology. Semiconductor technology will again lead a revolution in the industry, this
time in power. Hingorani and Stahlkopf has given an extensive discussion oln this subject
in [2].
These components, disks of silicon a few inches in diameter and a fr;iiction of an
inch thick, can carry many hundreds and even thousands of amperes of current at
potentials of thousands of volts. In addition, their action time is only a fraction of an AC
cycle. Thus enables them to prevent instabilities from damaging equipment or causing
outages. A thyristor switch, for example, can cut off a failing power line and bring in a
backup source without interrupting the alternating current waveform. Thyriistor based
systerrls can control impedance, voltage, current and phase angle in ways that are
impost;ible for traditionally mechanical switches.
Thyristors have gone through three generations of improvements. The first
generation thyristor, simplest in form, are known as silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR). An
SCR typically has four layers, arranged in a p-n-p-n configuration. The first p-n junction
acts as a diode rectifier that controls the direction of current. The second is controlled by
a gate and so acts as a switch: a positive voltage applied to the gate of an SCR at the
beginrdng of an AC cycle determines the conduction of the second junction, and thus the
whole thyristor. Once a rectifier has been turned on, it will continue to conduct,
regardless of the gate voltage, until the voltage on the surface p layer returns to zero
again, see figure (6.3.1).
The gate turn-off (GTO) thyristor can be considered as the second generation
thyristor. It can interrupt current at any point in the AC cycle. Applying a voltage to the

gate diverts current from the junction between the p and n regions and so prevents the
device from conducting, see figure (6.3.2). GTO thyristors are invented in the U.S. and
are currently in commercial use in Japan [4]. The Tennessee Valley Authority expects to
install units capable of controlling 100 MW on a transmission line in 1995.
Due to the requirement that current pass through the many narrow channels in the
second n layer, GTO thyristors are somewhat inefficient and expense to produce. One of
its replacements currently under development by EPRI, involves turning a th~yristoroff and
on by imeans of metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) microcircuitry etched directly on the
surface of the silicon that form the main part the thyristor. This MOS-controlled thyristor
(MCT) is the third generation thyristor. When the device is conducting, current flows
through the thin p region immediately below the anode. To turn the device off, one
applies a voltage to the gate. The resulting electric field makes a small part of the p-type
material act like n-type material. The current thus flows around the p region, disrupting
the thyristor's conductivity. To turn the MCT back on, a voltage of opposite polarity is
applied to the gate; this causes a thin n layer to act like p-type material. Current flows
through this layer to the p region under the anode and establishes the conditions for
normal conduction, see figure (6.3.3).[2]
MCT is able to switch large line currents by using a very small contirol currents.
Its tunioff speed is less than one-third of the GTO's, and it has considerably lower energy
losses. MCT are expected to be available in commercial uses, mostly in AC-DC
convei-sions,in the next few years.
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6.4

Control Devices and Strategies

The main objectives of FACTS are to increase the transmission capacity of lines
and control power flow over designated transmission routes.
An existing power transmission network can be enhanced, in principle, through the
integration of power electronics systems into strategic locations of the transmission
network. Such power electronics systems controls the three most fundamental system
parameters: voltage magnitude, phase angle and transmission line impedance. They
include:
1) embbed HVDC links for power flow control and real and reactive power modulation,
2) shunt connected voltage source inverters (VSI) or current source inverters (CSI) for
voltage control and reactive power modulations,
3) series connected VSI for line impedance control capabilities,
4) co~nbinationsof parallel and series converters for voltage and power flow control,
5) more complex systems consisting of power converters and energy storage elements,
such as superconducting inductors, or battery energy storage systems for more
sophisticated control capabilities involving real and reactive power modulation [6].
Several controllers are presently being evaluated for flexible transmission systems,
while others have been conceptualized but not yet developed. The first gentxation of
controllers includes two thyristor based systems -- static var compensator arid resonance
damper, that have found use in some utilities for some years already.
Static VAr Compensator
As we understand, reactive power is the power required to maintain the electric
and magnetic fields surrounding a power line. Electric fields tend to raise th~evoltage on a
lightly loaded line. This effect can be counteracted by adding shunt reactors onto the line.
Magnetic fields associated with heavy current flow tend to reduce the voltage on a line.
This effect can be counteracted by adding shunt capacitors. During the last decade, it has
been c~onvincinglydemonstrated that both the transient and dynamic stabilities of the
power system can be improved, and voltage collapse can be prevented, if the reactive
compensation of the transmission lines is made rapidly variable [I]. A Static VAr
Compensator (SVC) is a device that uses thyristor valves to rapidly switch in or out shunt
reactors and capacitors. An SVC can operate not only to make steady state voltage
correci.ions but also to respond very rapidly to minimizing voltage depression during a
fault and voltage overshoot during fault recovery.
A typical shunt-connected static var compensator, composed of thyristor
controlled capacitor and reactor, is shown in figure (6.4.1). With proper coordination of
the capacitor and reactor control, the var output can be varied continuously between the
capacitive and inductive of the equipment. The compensator is normally operated to
regulate the voltage of the transmission system at a selected terminal, often .with an
appropriate modulation option to provide damping if power oscillation is detected.
General Electric Co. has first used an SVC to achieve voltage control on the TriState (;&T System in 1977. In 1978, a second SVC developed by Westinghouse Electric
Corp. with EPRI funding was used on the Minnesota Power and Light System with
voltage and stability control.
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Resonance damper
This device was invented to counter subsynchronous resonance (SSR) by Narain
G . Hin.gorani, thus the name NGH-SSR damper. SSR instabilities are an undesirable side
effect of using a mechanically controlled series capacitor to add up to 80% c:ompensation
to a trsuwn.ission line, with the goal to lower the line's impedance, increase ]powerflow,
and expand stability limits. A line with much capacitance is vulnerable to SSR. Such low
frequency vibrations, once triggered, can damage generators and other equipment -- a
genera.torshaft at a Southern California Edison plant was thus damaged by a heavy torque
on it.
The NGH-SSR damper consists of a thyristor AC switch (back-to-back thyristors)
connected in series with a small inductor and resistor across the series capac.itor,which
help d;mp subsynchronous resonance oscillations by providing a current path that
bypassed the capacitor on the transmission line. See figure (6.4.2).
Thyrsitor controlled series compensator
Thyristor controlled series compensators have not yet been used in practical
applici2tions. These compensators typically use thyristor controlled series capacitor
(TCSC), or a fixed capacitor in parallel with a thyristor controlled or a fixed. capacitor in
paral1e:l with a thyristor controlled reactor (TCR), see figure (6.4.3).
In the thyristor controlled capacitor scheme of figure (6.4.3 a), the degree of series
compe:nsation is controlled by increasing or decreasing the number of capacitor banks in
series.
Figure (6.4.3 b) shows the thyristor controlled reactor with the fixedl capacitor.
The degree of series compensation in the capacitive operating region is increased by
increasing the current in the thyristor controlled reactor. Minimum series compensation is
reached when the thyristor controlled reactor is turned off.

/'

TCSC and TCSR can be highly effective in damping SSR, and preveinting loop
flows. A modular series capacitor with thyristor control would be able to dial in or out
just the: right amount of capacitance at the right time. The variation of impetlance is
contintios and instantaneous. If power fluctuates, the thyristor can change the period for
which the capacitor is in the circuit. In this way, the device controls the impedance and
damps the dominant oscillation frequencies that would otherwise breed instabilities or
unacceptable dynamic conditions during and after a disturbance [5].
In October 1992, the Western Area Power Administration (WAPA) (dedicatedthe
first three-phase TCSC installation, which includes three segments: one 15-Ohm, one 40Ohm and one 55-Ohm series capacitor bank. Only the 15-Ohm bank can be controlled
smootllly and rapidly from 15-Ohm to 60-Ohm through the controlled firing angle of the
thyristor valves, ranging from 145 degrees to 180 degrees. The installation idlows the
transmission line capacity to be increase from 300 MW to 400 MW.
The construction of a large three-phase TCSC installation on a 500-k:V line is in
progre:js at a Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) substation. The insta:llation features
the full1 range of controls and operating requirements, which includes remote impedance
contro:l, power control, and current control through a Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition system. Functional features of the NGH-SSR are included to mitigate the
subsynchronous resonance, as well as power swing damping, transient stability control,
assorte:dlocal protection features, and overload management [5]. The modularity and
high current rating of this installation will confirm this technology's usefulness for a whole
range of requirements. For a detailed description of this system, refer to [5].
Static condenser
Figure (6.4.4) shows a schematic drawing of a static condenser, or S'tatcon for
short. It is designed to out-perform the already existing static var compensator that uses
thyristor switches. In essence, the Statcon is a three-phase inverter that is driven from the
voltage across a DC storage capacitor and whose three output voltages are in phase with
the ACI system voltages. When the output voltages are higher than the AC system
voltages, the current flow is caused to lead, and the difference in the voltage amplitudes
determines how much current flows. A lower output voltage causes the current flow to
lag and again causes voltage amplitude difference which determine the current flow. In
this manner, reactive power and its polarity can be controlled by controlling the voltage.
Hingorani pointed out in [5] the reason why a Statcon will perform better than an
SVC 1:heoretically: the most reactive power that can be delivered from the Statcon equals
the product of the voltage and current, whereas in the case of SVC, it equals the square of
the vol.tagedivided by the impedance. Consequently, if the voltage is depressed, the
Statco1.1can still deliver high levels of reactive power by using its overcurren~tcapability.
With SVC, on the other hand, the reactive power capability falls off steeply as a function
of the square of the voltage, just when it is most needed.
Depending on the application, the rating for a Statcon required will be much
smaller than that of a comparable SVC. In addition, a Statcon equipped with a large DC
capacitor or large storage device, such as a battery bank or superconduting storage
reactor, can continue to deliver some energy for a short period of time, just as a
synchronous condenser does because of the energy stored in its rotating mass.

lfV,~V,i=0
If V, > V, i is capacitive
If V, < V, i is inductive
thyristor

Convener

Unfortunately, there is a major set-back for Statcon to be widely used today -- the
requirement of gate-turn-off thyristors, which at present cost more than ordinary thyristors
and have higher losses and lower voltage and current ratings, some of the shortcomings
pointed out earlier.
With EPRI and the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) as sponsors of
Westi~ighouse,a 100-MVAr Statcon is due to be demonstrated in 1995 at the Sullivan
Substa.tion. This unit, apart from controlling the voltage, will also be used to damp power
oscillations.
Power angle regulator
As we know, changes in power angle can be used to control the power flow on the
transrr~issionline and thus solve the problem of loop flow. A few regions now use phase
shifting transformers to redirect power flow from one line to another. Changing the
power angle setting of such a transformer, however, which involves a motoir driven tap,
can take as long as 90 seconds, since tap changing involves arcing and thus the wearing on
the equipment. Using thyristors to change the tap setting would reduce the time involved
to milliseconds and cause no wearing on the equipment. Thus the restriction as to the
total number of tap setting every day can be lifted.
Figure (6.4.5) shows a schematic drawing of a power angle regulator, which
employs an excitation transformer with three secondary windings with turn ration 1,3 and
9, and with a switch arrangement that can bypass a winding or reverse its polarity. The
thyristor switch produces a voltage V, that is added in series to the line voltage V to
produce a phase shift a.

Advanced arrester
To address the problem of voltage surge caused by a lightning strike.on a line,
surge arrester was invented to provide a low-impedance path to ground when voltage rises

above a specified level. The current generation of metal oxide surge arresteir depends on
the prc~pertiesof certain materials, such as zinc oxide, to reduce resistance sharply as
voltage increases. The threshold voltage for such devices, however, cannot be set
precisely or changed easily.
Advanced arrester, also known as high-energy arrester, is a series- 01- parallelstacked metal oxide arresters, in combination with a thyristor, for establishing the precise
surge voltage threshold for operation. The advanced arrester has increased precision,
flexibility, and safety [4].
Dynannic load brake
Another type of device to change the transmission or distribution impedance,
curren~:lyunder development, address the problem of how to dissipate energy quickly
when a generator is suddenly cut off from part of all of its load. This could lhappen during
a fault.,and since energy is suddenly stopped from drawing out of the generator, it tends to
speed up and eventually damage the equipment and force a plant to shutdown. The idea
behind a dynamic load brake is to bring in a large amount of resistor on line to absorb the
energy, and thus continue the normal operation of the generator until a fault is cleared.
Currently, such resistors are available only in large discrete amount. Since tlhey are
controlled by mechanical switches, the "rescue" action is slow.
A dynamic load brake is a large, variable resistor with rapid control by thyristor, as
shown in figure (6.4.6). It will substitute for momentarily lost load on a generator so that
the generator will maintain exact speed and output frequency before the fault, and thus
stay in synchronized with the system. As a result, more power can be transferred over the
system subject to stability constraints. This type of control device is currently under
development.
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6.4.5

Historically related to DC transmission, the first applications of thyristor
technology was the conversion of AC to DC power, and the use of DC lines embedded in
the larger AC network. Such lines are ideal for delivering bulk power across large
distances. The 800-mile Pacific Intertie, is an example that provides a DC link between

the hydroelectric plants of the Pacific Northwest and the rapidly growing cities of the
Southeast [4]. The primary advantage of such DC ties is that they add greater control and
stability to the whole transmission system. However, cable power flow and balances need
to be controlled.
Due to the growing capabilities and declining cost of thyristors, thyristors are more
widely used in a number of power applications related to DC transmission cilrrently under
development. They include modular series reactors, ferroresonance damper, fault current
limiter, and circuit breaker.
Modullar series reactor
Also known as thyristor controlled series reactor (TCSR), modular series reactors
employ thyristors to add variable amounts of inductance to a line, thus limit the flow of
power through underground cables to avoid overloading and overheating.
Ferrol-esonancedamper
The thyristor controlled ferroresonance damper could limit voltage oscillations that
are amplified by the steel cores of high-voltage transformer on line lines, and that can lead
to flashovers and transformer explosions.
Fault (currentlimiter
The fault current limiter is a thyristor based component for fast and precise
impedance switching, thus preventing fault currents from damaging lines and apparatus. It
is currently being developed as a means to protect equipment and control dynamic
balanc12s.
Circuit breakers
This is considered the ultimate application of thyristor technology in [4]. Here the
thyristor itself act as a circuit element for interrupting bulk power, but with no moving
parts to be susceptible to wearing or arcing. This technology is being developed for
power control and dynamic balances.
In regions with frequent power interruptions due to storms, where reduced
maintenance costs could make these breakers competitive with the more cornrnon,
mechanical type, this application would be particularly important. In addition, faults can
be cleared immediately, minimizing damages and interruptions.
Active filter
The thyristor controlled active filter address the problems of power cluality. Heavy
electrical equipment often produces higher harmonics that feed back into the power grid
and cause disruptions. Utilities now use passive filters, which permit only specific
frequencies to pass, on some lines subject to harmonics. Unfortunately, passive filters add
impedance and so waste energy. Active filters, in contrast, would detect harmonics and
apply i i precisely timed counter voltage to neutralize them. Such devices are still under
development.

Unified power-flow control
A somewhat independent control concept, known as the unifiedpower-flow
control, has attracted considerable amount of attention from the utility industry. The
unified power controller is discussed extensively in [3].

The unified power-flow controller approach incorporates two basic concepts: one
is that all transmission line compensations, shunt or series, can be provided by the same
solid-state inverter functioning as a controllable AC voltage source with inte.mal VAI
generation capability; the other is that two of these basic inverters can be co~mbinedinto a
single unit to provide all power flow compensation, shunt and series, and control direct
voltage regulation and phase shift involving both reactive and real power.
Figure (6.4.7) shows the proposed implementation of the unified power flow
controller using two voltage-sourced inverters operated from a common DC link
capacitor. This arrangement is actually a practical realization of an AC to A.C power
converter with independently controlled input and output parameters. In such an
implernentation, the unified power controller injects an AC voltage V, in series with the
line voltage V, thereby allowing the control of the phase angle between the resultant line
voltage V' and the current I to any intended value. It is therefore possible to obtain a net
phase and amplitude voltage change that confers control of both active and ireactive
power.
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Gyugyi claimed that the unified power-flow controller can regulate or vary the line
impedance, voltage, and phase-angle via a single series voltage-source injection, and
generate controllable reactive power for independent shunt compensation. The unified
power-flow controller can also simultaneously provide series impedance cornpensation and
phase-angle compensation. It internally generates all of the reactive power required to
accomplish the power-flow control by series voltage injection. It is able to ]regulate
voltage without additional power hardware by direct, in-phase voltage injection. It is
capable of providing controllable shunt reactive compensation for the line independently of
the reactive power demand of the series voltage injection.
The unified power flow control approach can broaden the basic power
transnlission concepts. This approach allows not only the combined applica.tion of phaseangle (controlwith controllable series and shunt reactive compensations, but also the realtime transition from one selected compensation mode into another to handle particular

system contingencies more effectively. For example, series reactive compensation could
be replaced by phase-angle control or vice versa. This may become especially important
when relatively large numbers of flexible transmission system devices will be used in a
interconnected power system, and control compatibility and coordination may have to be
maintained in the face of equipment failures and system changes. The approach would
also provide considerable operating flexibility by its inherent adaptability to power system
expansions and changes without any hardware alterations. In addition, this uniform
approach of power transmission control promises simplified system design, reduction in
equipment size and installation labor, improvements in performance, and significant
savings in capital investment.

9.6

Summary

The thyristor based power controllers employ traditional power system
compensation and control schemes. Each scheme is devised to control a particular system
parameter affecting the power flow. For example, static var compensators a.re applied for
reactive power and voltage control, TCSC and TCSR are applied for line impedance
controll. Each of these is a more or less custom-designed system with different emphasis.
Althou.gh thyristor controlled power-flow controllers, primarily SVC, have played a
significant role in demonstrating the effectiveness of fast, electronic controls in power
system. stability controls, they have also revealed the inherent limitations of the
converltional approaches with regard to manufacturing and installation com~~lexity,
physical size. In this regard, the unified power-flow controller concept has the potential to
overcome the major shortcomings of the conventional controllers mentioned above.
Howe~rer,the unified power-flow controller is heavily reliant on GTO and MCT
technologies, which at present times, are costly and unavailable for large scale commercial
uses.
All things considered, the various kinds of high-power silicon devices offer the
utility industry unprecedented control over power transmission and distribution.
Reduction of sags, momentary outages and subharmonic resonances, increased overall
capacity of the transmission network due to the better control of power flow, and reduced
generating reserve margins will make the transmission and distribution of electricity more
reliable and efficient. The economic benefits of the technology should be substantial for
both utilities and their customers.
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